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1. INTRODUCTION

The name of Corresponding Member of the Acad-
emy of Sciences of the USSR D. I. Blokhintsev (Janu-
ary 11, 1908– January 27, 1979) is widely known in Rus-
sia and abroad. His books are being republished; infor-
mation on his biography and his scientific heritage can
be found in multiple papers and collections of papers
[1–6]. However, for many scientists, his name is related
mainly to his works in the field of atomic and nuclear
physics, applied acoustics, participation in the creation
of the first nuclear power station in Obninsk, reactor
construction, and multiple studies in high energy and
elementary particle physics. It is not so well known that
at first he wrote some quite interesting and important
works in the field of quantum solid state physics and
statistical physics. The objective of this paper is to
recall these papers and correlate them with certain
modern directions in condensed matter and quantum
physics. To do all this, the scope of this summary had
to be considerably extended to include the analysis of a
number of works by other researchers and describe the
general situation in quantum physics in the 1930s–
1950s.

It is known [7–14] that over a hundred years have
passed since the quantum hypothesis was formulated
by M. Planck in 1900. According to Jammer [10], by
1928, quantum theory had acquired a certain maturity.
The first manual in wave mechanics was the publication
of papers written by Schrödinger in the form of a book
in late 1926. Jammer said that the development of quan-
tum mechanics after 1927 and its applications to molec-
ular, solid state, condensed matter, statistical, and
nuclear physics demonstrated an infinite generality of
its methods and results—that in reality, no other physi-
cal theory gave a key to explaning and calculating such
a wide array of dissimilar phenomena and reached such
good agreement with experiment as quantum mechan-
ics has done [10].

In Moscow, M.A. Leontovich and L I. Mandelstam in
1928 published a fundamental work “On the Theory of the
Schrödinger Equation” [15, 16]. In 1932, Ya.I. Frenkel
[17, 18] and V.A. Fock [19] published textbooks on
quantum mechanics. K.V. Nikol’skii wrote a solid
monograph [20] devoted to detailed formulation of the
achievements in quantum mechanics and its applica-
tions to atomic and molecular physics (the book con-
tains 45 pages of spectroscopic tables). At the end of the
first chapter, Nikol’skii noted: “The main literature for
studying quantum mechanics consisted of papers by
different authors published in 1926–1932 in the main
German, British, and American journals” [20]. The
book by W. Heisenberg

 

 Physical Principles of Quan-
tum Theory 

 

[21] was published in Russian in 1932.
Dirac’s book [22] was also published in Russian in
1932 (see the review of the English edition by
M.P. Bronstein [23]). In 1933, a textbook on quantum
mechanics written by A. Marx [24] was translated into
Russian (references to this work can be found in
Blokhintsev’s works). Three Nobel Lectures by
Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and Dirac were published in
1934 [25]. In 1935, R.W. Gurney published his book
[26]. Thus, mastery of the latest achievements in the
field of quantum physics was very fast, and promptness
of translation made them available to a wide circle of
students and young researchers. Blokhintsev entered
the Physics Faculty of Moscow State University (MSU)
in 1926. “In 1925, Mandelstam was invited to the uni-
versity as the director of the chair of theoretical physics
and optics at the initiative of S.I. Vavilov. Academician
Mandelstam created a large scientific school at MSU”
[27]. Thus, Blokhintsev’s student years brought him
great and fruitful experience in communicating, at lec-
tures and in laboratories, with brilliant and interesting
representatives of physical sciences of the time. Later,
Blokhintsev recollected those years as follows: “In
Moscow, the Physics Faculty of Moscow State Univer-
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sity and the newly created Physics Institute were the cen-
ter (of mastering quantum mechanics)….I met many peo-
ple who did not think of their career, for example,
Vladimir Konstantinovich Arkad’ev and his wife Alek-
sanra Andreevna Glagoleva-Arkad’eva. We began
working for them as a students. We had the impression
that those people worked in science like children, sin-
cerely and with enthusiasm” [28]. Blokhintsev consid-
ered Mandelstam, Vavilov, N.N. Luzin, D.F. Egorov,
and I.E. Tamm his teachers. Tamm had the greatest
influence on Blokhintsev and became his scientific
advisor in postgraduate studies. S.M. Rytov in his
memoirs mentioned Tamm’s students: S.P. Shubin,
Blokhintsev, and S.A. Altshuler [29].

Blokhintsev was certainly influenced strongly by
Mandelstam [30] and learned a lot from him [31], in
particular, his breadth of views on physics as an indivis-
ible science, lecturing skills, understanding the impor-
tance of a scientific school, organization of science, etc.
As was noted in [27], “Lectures and seminars given by
Mandelstam at the university in 1925–1944 were of
special importance. They were devoted to a wide field
of the most topical problems in physics in which the
lecturer delivered an extremely deep analysis of the
modern state of the art without concealing existing dif-
ficulties, and he outlined original solutions to very com-
plex problems. These lectures attracted a wide audience
of physicists of various ages and ranks from all parts of
Moscow.” Mandelstam delivered his famous lectures
on the principles of quantum mechanics (the theory of
indirect measurements) in spring of 1939 [32]. He
intended to read a series of lectures on the connection
of the mathematical tools of quantum mechanics and its
statistical interpretation, causality, etc., as a continua-
tion of these lectures; the basis of this series of lectures
was supposed to be the work written by Neumann [33]
(see [34] for more details on lectures delivered by Man-

delstam). Later, this program was realized by Blokhint-
sev. Among others, M.A. Markov, I.M. Frank, S.I. Ver-
nov, S.V. Vonsovskii, E.L. Feinberg also belonged to the
Mandelstam–Vavilov–Tamm school. Markov described
the following interesting episode. Once, quite unexpect-
edly, Leontovich suggested that I become a postgradu-
ate student under Vavilov. I remember him saying
something to the following: ‘I don’t know how you are
with theory. Blokhintsev here has proved himself a the-
oretician. I see that you’re good with your hands and
could become an experimentalist.’ That was how I
became a Vavilov’s postgraduate student.” [35]. The
esteemed Markov was not very accurate in his predic-
tion: he became a theoretician [36] and worked mainly
on the most fundamental problems, while Blokhintsev,
without leaving theory, switched easily to applied and
engineering problems when required by the needs of
the nation [1–4]. It was not by chance that Frank called
his memoirs about Blokhintsev 

 

Scientist and Engineer

 

[37]. Frank recollected that in the 1920s, “Blokhintsev,
Markov, Sh.I. Drabkina, myself, and some other stu-
dents studied at the same group at MSU. His student
life behind him, Dmitrii Ivanovich was sent to Lenin-
grad to intern at the Svetlana plant. He received a com-
plex experimental task to perform spectral analysis on
the filament of a bulb; there was only one bulb, which
would be destroyed in the course of analysis. He com-
pleted this task brilliantly” [37]. This same tendency
continued into the future. Feinberg noted that when
World War II began, “Blokhintsev switched to solving
the problem of reducing the noise of airplane engines;
this required serious advances in acoustics [38].

2. BEGINNING 
OF SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY: 1932–1933

In the above-mentioned book by Gurney [26], also
referred to in Blokhintsev’s works, quantum mechanics
is characterized as a new language of physics and
chemistry. “The program of quantum mechanics
includes no more and no less than the reconsideration
of atomic and molecular physics in their entirety on the
basis of new laws of behavior of particles following
from quantum mechanics” [26]. Blokhintsev joined the
realization of this program with enthusiasm. As he later
recollected, “During that period (1927–1929), new
quantum mechanics originated and great capabilities in
the application of this new physical concept and new
methods of calculation of various atomic phenomena
were found” [31].

The work “A Model Representation of the Elec-
tronic Cloud of Hydrogen-like Atoms” [39] occupies
first place in the complete list of Blokhintsev’s publica-
tions. The objective of the author was a survey of the
studies performed by White [40, 41]. Already in this
work, his talents of clear vivid presentation of the sub-
ject, peculiar style, concreteness, the ability to point out
most significant things and, most important, emphasis
on the 

 

physical meaning

 

 were fully manifested. We
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give a brief citation: “According to wave mechanics,
the electron motion is represented by the wave function

 

ψ

 

, whose physical meaning is as follows: the product

(1)

where 

 

ψ

 

* is the function adjoint to 

 

ψ

 

 and 

 

dV

 

 is the vol-
ume element, gives the probability of finding the elec-
tron in the spatial region determined by the volume ele-
ment 

 

dV

 

. If the electron is represented as a droplet of
fog and in each spatial region a large number of these
droplets proportional to 

 

ψψ

 

* is placed, we obtain a
cloud whose density at each point is the probability 

 

P

 

.
The shape of this cloud yields a clear image—liter-
ally—of the electron distribution in the space around
the atomic nucleus; the obtained models of the electron
cloud correspond to reality, which is the entirety of the
brilliant successes in understanding the properties of mat-
ter obtained in the last few years of wave mechanics [39].

This paper is interesting even today, and its style
predates what was later called “quantum mechanics in
pictures” [42]. Already this first publication on quan-
tum mechanics contains the seed of his textbook 

 

Prin-
ciples of Quantum Mechanics 

 

[43].

At that time, solid state physics [18, 44], in particu-
lar, the theory of metals [45–59], attracted great atten-
tion. The new quantum mechanics allowed one to
describe many thermal and electronic properties of
metals, including their surface properties and contact
phenomena [18] more deeply and more fully. In 1931,
Tamm and Shubin published the work on photoelectric
effect [60] (see [18, 61, 62] and Section 95 of [43] con-
cerning the photoelectric effect). It is not surprising that
in 1932, the work “Temperature Dependence of the
Photoeffect on Pure Metals” was published by
Blokhintsev [63], following the course of investigations
performed by Tamm and Shubin.

The next paper was “The Work Function of Elec-
trons from metals” (jointly with Tamm) [64, 65]. This
paper was received by the editorial board of

 

 Zhurnal
Eksperimental’noi i Teoreticheskoi Fiziki 

 

(Journal of
Experimental and Theoretical Physics) on November
29, 1932. As the authors wrote: “It was known that the
work function of electrons from a metal can be
explained either by the presence of the potential jump
at the metal boundary or the action of an electrical
image. In classical physics, none of these ideas could
result in a quantitative theory. What follows represents
an attempt to apply methods of quantum mechanics to
determine the work function.” Further, the authors used
simplifying assumptions on the basis of the physical
meaning of the studied problem. The approximate Tho-
mas–Fermi method was used “since the goal was to
understand the general relations.” (See monograph [66]
on the Thomas–Fermi approximation; in this mono-
graph, the study by Tamm and Blokhintsev is also
cited.) “It was found using this method that the work
function is equal to the average kinetic energy of elec-

P ψψ*dV ,=

 

trons (for 

 

T

 

 = 0 K) calculated using the Sommerfeld
theory,

(2)

By expressing 

 

E

 

0

 

 in terms of the number 

 

Z

 

 of free
electrons per atom, the atomic volume 

 

V

 

 of the metal,
and the universal constants, we obtain

(3)

The values of 

 

χ

 

 calculated using this formula were
compared graphically and numerically with experi-
mental data” [64, 65]. Then, the authors studied the
application of the general expression for the energy of
the atomic system established by Fock [67, 68] for the
case of two electrons on each quantum orbit, as it actu-
ally is in metals at low temperatures. Thus, to solve this
problem, methods of electrodynamics, quantum
mechanics, statistical physics, and solid state physics,
in particular, the physics of metals, were applied. It is
interesting that the reference to the Sommerfeld theory
was given without indication of particular works. At
that time, two surveys, written by Sommerfeld and
Frank [52] and Sommerfeld and Bethe [53], were
known to all physicists (see also [51, 54]).

The authors then graphically represented the work
function 

 

χ

 

 depending on (1/

 

V

 

)

 

1/3

 

 for uni- and bivalent
metals, and the compared it with experimental data and
data obtained using the Fowler method [63, 69]. They
concluded that “Taking into account the roughness of
the model of the metal used and the approximate Fermi
method, better agreement with experiment (than that
obtained by the authors) could hardly be expected. At
any rate, it seems definite that the electron work func-
tion is in essence determined by the forces of the elec-
trical image, rather than the potential jump at the metal
boundary”; that is, these forces occurred due to the fact
that when electrons were knocked out of the metal,
other electrons tended to be located near the surface in
such a way that the field formed inside the metal should
be compensated. In the monograph written by Mott and
Jones [59], this study by Tamm and Blokhintsev was
cited together with other basic works on the problem.
Further development and specification of the theory of
the work function and thermion emission was contin-
ued in works by Sommerfeld (1934), Frohlich (1935),
Bardin (1935), Bardin and Wigner (1935), etc. (on cold
emission of electrons from metals, see Section 98 of
[43]). In particular, Blokhintsev and Drabkina [70] con-
sidered Richardson’s theory [71] (see [72] for details).
Modern approaches to the description of the self-con-
sistent electron theory of the metal surface, including
the work function, can be found in [73].

F. Bloch [46–49, 58, 59, 72] made a fundamental
contribution to electron solid state theory. His disserta-
tion 

 

Uber die Quantenmechanik der Electronen in Kri-

χ eϕ0
mv
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stallgittern 

 

[46, 49] was an important step in the con-
struction of the consistent quantum theory of solids
[74–76]. In a large work by Blokhintsev in 1933 “The-
ory of Electron Motion in a Crystal Lattice” [77], the
Bloch theory of motion of strongly coupled electrons
was generalized for the case of degeneration of initial
atomic states and for the electron motion in a bounded
crystal. It was shown that unlike other approaches, the
Bloch method reflected the physical reality more pre-
cisely; the representation for wave functions in a
bounded crystal formulated in that work gave hope for
possible investigation of surface phenomena taking into
account the atomistic structure of the surface.

Clearly, the desire for a more precise reflection of
physical reality was the important guiding idea of the
young researcher starting from his first works. This was
attended by skillful mastering of various mathematical
tools that, however, never became an end in itself. The
following words by Blokhintsev’s older contemporary
Ya.I. Frenkel apply to the Blokhintsev’s scientific style:
“In those cases when the physical meaning of the prob-
lem is unclear, mathematics should not be required to
provide the thread to its explanation; it is far more use-
ful to work out the essence of the problem, the factors
of importance or, on the contrary, of no importance, for
correct understanding of the physical phenomenon of
interest, in other words, the qualitative analysis of the
physical problem, rather than attempts to solve it quan-
titatively without data on the essence of the phenomena
under study” [18].

Further, the approach proposed by Bloch was devel-
oped in works by Nordheim [78–83], Houston [75, 84],
Slater [85–90], and many others [74, 89–96]. General

formulas for calculating the energy 

 

E

 

( ) of the Bloch

wave with a reduced wave vector  were obtained in
[97] on the basis of applying the dynamical lattice the-
ory [98] to electron waves in a crystal. However, it is in
the Blokhintsev’s work “that a representation of the
electron wave functions was given in the form of Fou-
rier series using a method similar to the known Born
method in crystal lattice theory” [77]. Blokhintsev did
this 14 years earlier than Korringa [97].

3. QUANTUM PHYSICS AND SOLID STATE 
THEORY: WORKS PERFORMED IN 1933–1934

The next work was the paper “Theory of Anomalous
Magnetic and Thermoelectric Effects in Metals” [99]
coauthored with Nordheim. In this work, the consistent
theory of thermoelectric and galvanomagnetic effects
in metals was constructed, and unlike earlier works, the
case of two metals was considered. The authors based
their study on the work by Peierls [72], who considered
the behavior of monovalent metals in a magnetic field

 

H

 

 and studied the Thomson and Hall effects. Peierls
derived the equation for the electron distribution func-

k

k

 

tion 

 

f

 

 in a metal in the approximation of the relaxation
time 

 

τ

 

,

(4)

Here, 

 

E

 

 is the law of electron dispersion in the lattice,

 is the velocity, and 

 

k

 

x

 

, 

 

k

 

y

 

, 

 

k

 

z

 

 are the components of

the quasimomentum vector  = /

 

�

 

 (  is the
momentum). The quantity 

 

K

 

 determines the cyclic
boundary conditions [83] 

 

ψ

 

(

 

x

 

 + 

 

K

 

) = 

 

ψ

 

(

 

x

 

); 

 

K

 

 = 

 

aG

 

,
where 

 

a

 

 is the lattice constant and 

 

G

 

 is the reciprocal
lattice vector.

Blokhintsev and Nordheim considered more general
equations that made it possible to obtain a more general
expression for 

 

χ

 

.
They introduced the quantity 

 

M

 

 assuming that

(5)

Here, the symmetric tensor 

 

M

 

–1

 

 with the following
components was introduced:

(6)

Blokhintsev and Nordheim called this the tensor of
reciprocal effective masses [59].

In [99], the general solution to an equation of type (4)
was obtained for an arbitrary form of the dispersion
function 

 

E

 

(

 

k

 

) under the assumption that the relaxation
time 

 

τ

 

 is constant on the Fermi surface and the mag-
netic field 

 

H

 

 is small. The solution has the form

(7)

Further development of the quantum theory of ther-
momagnetic and galvanomagnetic phenomena in met-
als and semiconductors is given in [59, 83, 100–107].

Thus, in [99], the notion of the tensor of reciprocal
“effective” masses was introduced. It should be men-
tioned for accuracy that the authors used for 

 

m

 

* the
expression “scheinbarer Masse,” i.e., the “imaginary”
or “apparent” mass. The same term was used when the
survey by Nordheim [83] was translated into Russian in
1934: “We see that for the case of low terms (electrons
in the periodical lattice), there is quite a considerable
deviation from the properties of free electrons, for
which we have
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(8)

The dependence of E(k) on  no longer possesses
spherical symmetry. We only obtain this symmetry in

the case if  is close to 0 or if

(9)

If  � G/2, we can consider that the electron in
this state behaves in the same way as the free electron
with the apparent mass

(10)

In other words, the electron in the periodic field
moves as if it has the mass m* in the absence of field”
[83]. Here, we use the following expansion:

(11)

In the book by Mott and Jones [59] (1936), the com-
monly accepted term effective mass was used (note that
sometimes, in the English-language literature, the term
apparent mass can still be found). Thus, due to the
works by Sommerfeld (1928), Bloch (1928), Nordheim
(1928) and Brillouin (1929–1931), the concept of the
scalar effective mass in the crystalline solid was formu-
lated. Note that in surveys [52, 72], the notion of effec-
tive mass was not used. The detailed theory of electron
motion in a periodic field and the concept of effective
mass were developed by Blokhintsev in Section 55 of
book [43].

It should be noted that in the work by Bronstein in
1932 [108, 109] (Blokhintsev and Nordheim refer to
this work), it was shown that in the general case, the
“equivalent” mass of the electron in the lattice was not
a scalar, but could be a symmetric second rank tensor.
The achievement made by Blokhintsev and Nordheim
was that they showed that the concept of effective mass
was much more general and meaningful than had been
assumed before and for the first time demonstrated the
tensor character of the effective mass by considering
the behavior of the electron in external fields.

Let us explain the above-said using modern notation
[110]. The eigenfunctions of electrons in the field of the

periodic lattice ψn( , ) have the form (n is the band
number)

(12)

E k( ) h
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ψn k r,( ) e
ikRlun k r,( ),=

and are called the Bloch functions. Electrons in the
crystal described by them are called Bloch electrons,
accordingly. The form of Bloch functions points to the

physical meaning of the vector , namely, that the elec-
tron in the crystal can be represented in the form of a
flat wave modulated with the period of the lattice. The
investigation of the general properties of the function

En(k) near the specific points of the  region results in
the relation [110]

(13)

The quantities  and  are determined below
(see [110]).

This relation shows that the electron described by
the Schrödinger equation with the periodic potential
should be considered as the particle subject to the influ-
ence of the interaction with the potential, or the quasi-
particle. This quasiparticle includes into its properties
the interaction with the static lattice.

Let us consider the case in which the point  cor-
responds to the extremum. For the second derivative of

the energy with respect to , it follows that

(14)

Here, sα and sβ are the rectangular coordinates of the

vector  in some fixed coordinate system, and  are
the corresponding components of the matrix element of
the momentum operator. Using the relation

(15)

the tensor of reciprocal effective mass is introduced.
Then relation (14) is written as

(16)

This equality is often called the sum rule for effec-
tive masses; sometimes, it is also called the f-summ rule
[110]. The diagonal elements in (16) have a simpler
form,
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It is seen from the above that the interaction of this
energy level with lower levels or states of the ion core
for which Ej < En, results in the decrease in the effective
mass, while the interaction with higher states (Ej > En)
increases the effective mass.

The notion of the effective mass is sufficiently well
defined near the minimum or the maximum of the zone.
In this case, the effective mass near the minimum m*,

(18)

differs from the effective mass m** near the upper limit
of the zone

(19)

In both cases, the masses m* and m** can differ
strongly from the true electron mass. Thus, if the
energy zone is very narrow and the curvature of the
energy surface near the bottom of the zone is small, the
effective mass m* is large, sometimes considerably
larger than the true mass. At the same time, near the
upper limit of the zone, if the curvature is large, the
mass m** is very small. The tensor character of the
effective mass due to which the electron or the hole can
be accelerated in a different way depending on the
direction of the force, is important for crystals with
nonsymmetric structure or in the case when the mini-
mum or the maximum is not at the center of the Bril-

louin zone. In some cases, the quantities , , 
should be considered negative; in this case, near the
saddle point, some m* will be positive, and some nega-
tive. It was noted earlier [89, 108] that this mechanism
is very similar to the Dirac theory of the positron. At
present, a number of systems have been studied, for
example, a two-dimensional graphite layer [111], in
which the electron motion is described in terms of rel-
ativistic quantum physics; in this case, the electron
behaves as a relativistic particle with zero mass.

The effective mass is measured using different
methods: the de Haas–van Alfven effect, cyclotron res-
onance, Hall effect, optical methods, electric conduc-
tivity and heat capacity [89, 110, 107], etc. These data
result in strongly differing effective mass values.
Depending on the measurement method, the following
terms are introduced: optical effective mass, thermal
effective mass, cyclotron effective mass, etc. [110, 107].
The concept of effective mass became widely spread,
especially in semiconductor physics and the physics of
semiconductor devices [112–114], the polaron theory
[115–119], semiconductor superlattices [120, 121],
microelectronics and physics of nanostructures
[122–125]. It turned out that the notion of effective
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mass is extremely useful in the conductivity theory and
other fields of solid state physics, nuclear physics, etc.
In semiconductor physics, the effective mass method
proposed by S.I. Pekar in 1948 for calculation of dis-
crete levels in the forbidden zone is widely used
[116, 117]. It is known that impurity atoms similar to
other structural defects of the lattice can create such
levels. In this case, the potential energy of the electron
is added to the term which represents the nonperiodic
function describing electron interaction with the imper-
fections of the lattice. The effective mass method pro-
posed by Pekar allows one to reduce the Schrödinger
equation with the periodic and nonperiodic potential to
a simpler form containing explicitly only the nonperi-
odic part of the potential. In this case, the role of the
periodic potential is the variation of the operator of
kinetic energy: the free electron mass is replaced by
effective masses describing the behavior of the charge
carrier in the corresponding ideal crystal. The modern
“zone engineering” provides the possibility of creating
substances with the desired value of effective mass and
various devices on their basis.

The theory of systems of many interacting particles
considers the general concept of quasiparticles [126–
128] which represent the spectrum of elementary exci-
tations of the system if electron–electron, electron–
phonon, and other interactions are taken into account.
The quasiparticle represents the renormalized (“cov-
ered in clouds of virtual particles”) “seed” (or “bare”)
particle with the effective mass of the form

(20)

In this case, the renormalized (effective) mass can
differ from the initial mass quite considerably, such as
for systems with heavy fermions [129].

In some problems of collision theory [130], the con-
cept of effective mass allows one to write the general-
ized Schrödinger equation in which the real mass m is
replaced by the effective mass m*, which depends on
particle position (the same situation is realized in some
semiconductor heterostructures). In nuclear physics
[130], the application of the nonlocal optical potential

V( , ) results under certain conditions in the wave

equation for the local potential V( ) with the effective
mass of the form [130]

(21)

In [131–133], the problem of interaction of a small
subsystem (in the limit, one particle) with a large sys-
tem (a thermostat) was studied (see also [134]). Upon
the derivation of the generalized evolution equations
using methods of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics
[135], it turned out that the canceling of the thermostat
variables results, similar to [130], in the generalized
Schrödinger equation, in which the real mass m is
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replaced by the tensor of reciprocal effective masses

 and the mass depends on the particle position,

(22)

In relativistic quantum field theory, the problem of
calculating the renormalized mass of the seed particle
taking into account its interaction with the quantized
field, and generally, the origin of mass [136] is an
important problem in modern science.

In 1933, Blokhintsev published “Theory of the Stark
Effect in a Time-Dependent Field” [137]. Stark studied
the variation of the atomic energy levels and, therefore,
the variation of their spectra [138] under the action of a
constant electric field. The first and second order Stark
effects (see Section 72 in [43]) (these effects have a lin-
ear and a quadratic dependence on the strength of the
applied field, respectively) and the atomic and the
molecular Stark effects are distinguished. The Stark
effect results not only in the line splitting, but also
causes small line broadening and shifts the limits of
series toward smaller frequency. Modern experimental
methods of investigation of the Stark effects in atoms
are described in survey [139].

The strong electric field can tear electrons off gas
atoms (see Section 101 in [43]). If the field is switched
on, a barrier is created through which electrons pene-
trate the external space. The quantum mechanical tun-
neling makes it possible to construct the theory of ion-
ization of atoms in strong electric fields and couple it
with the observed shift and damping of spectral lines.
Considering the Stark effect in a strong variable field,
Blokhintsev showed that the atomic levels move and the
picture of light scattering depends nonlinearly on the
intensity of the incident light (see section 93 in [43]). This
work was one of the first in this field of physics, which
was later called nonlinear optics [140].

In 1934, Blokhintsev published two works [141, 142].
In the first work “Theory of Phosphorescence” [141],
an interesting phenomenon of a very long luminescence
of the so called Lenard phosphors, i.e., crystalline sub-
stances produced upon addition of small amounts of
admixtures that bring about phosphorescence in het-
eropolar crystals [62], was studied. It is known that
phosphorescence is a kind of luminescence which dif-
fers from fluorescence by the duration of the afterglow
[62]. In “Theory of Phosphorescence,” according to the
author, “An attempt was made to explain this phenom-
enon on the basis of quantum mechanical ideas of the
electron motion in the crystal lattice.” It was said con-
cerning work [141] in the study “Essay on the History
of Semiconductor Physics” [143], “In 1934, on the basis
of experimental data obtained by V. L. Levshin et al.,
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Blokhintsev made a first attempt to discover the ele-
mentary law of damping of luminescence of crystallo-
phosphors in theory from the structure of their energy
spectrum.”

He assumed that the afterglow duration can be
related with the capability of formation of “quasilocal-
ized” electronic states in a real crystal as a result of the
“local lattice deformation” due to the introduction of
impurities and estimated the time of reciprocal recom-
bination of these states, which exceeds the usual dura-
tion of the electron lifetime in the excited state by a fac-
tor of 1015. Thus, the theory of local states made it pos-
sible to qualitatively interpret the afterglow duration in
phosphors. This point of view was included in text-
books on optics [62]. This and subsequent works by
Blokhintsev [144–149], in which the detailed theory of
the kinetics of phosphorescence in heteropolar crystals
and the theory of dyed crystals were constructed, con-
tributed considerably to deeper understanding of this
problem and showed once more that the quantum
mechanical approach is indeed the “new language of
physics and chemistry,” providing effective description
of phenomena considered “mysterious” in classical
physics. The calculation of the fluorescence lifetime of
complex molecules is still a topical problem. The dis-
cussion of the correlation between the radiative lifetime
with the spectra of fluorescence and absorption of aro-
matic molecules is discussed in [150].

The same approach was used by Blokhintsev in the
work “Quantum Mechanical Theory of Adsorption”
[142], cowritten with Sh. Shekhter. This work is a very
useful and clear survey of the problem as a whole. The
paper “Lifetime of Particles in Adsorbed State” [151] is
devoted to the calculation of the lifetime of particles in
the adsorbed state. It is known that adsorption is one of
the types of interaction of gas molecules with the sur-
face of a solid [142, 152–157]. The results obtained by
Blokhintsev and Shekhter were included in the survey
[152] devoted to the quantum theories of adsorption.
The following problems of the theory of adsorption are
underlined [152]: (1) to explain the mechanism of ele-
mentary processes on the surface; (2) to establish the
dependence of adsorption properties of the surface on
different observable parameters (temperature, compo-
sition and concentration of impurities, etc.). In this
case, quantum mechanics should yield the “micro-
scopic picture of phenomena.” Blokhintsev and Shek-
hter took the wave functions of the harmonic oscillator
as the functions of the discrete spectrum upon calcula-
tion of the lifetime of adsorbed molecules on the sur-
face. It was assumed that the process of energy
exchange between the crystal and the adsorbent mole-
cules is due to thermal lattice vibrations. Taking into
account a set of additional simplifications, adsorption
coefficients were calculated. In spite of the coarse
model, the authors obtained the correct qualitative
behavior of the average lifetime of the molecule on the
surface, which demonstrated once more the effective-
ness of the quantum mechanical approach. In subse-
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quent years, experimental and theoretical investigations
of adsorption phenomena developed rapidly.

For example, an interesting phenomenon of the met-
allization of adsorbed hydrogen on the surface of sili-
con carbide was discovered not long ago [158]. It was
found that when hydrogen is adsorbed by silicon car-
bide, quasi-one-dimensional strips (with a width of two
atoms) with the conductivity of a metal are formed on
the surface. These one-dimensional structures are very
similar to nanowires and partly have similar properties.
The quantum mechanical theory of this phenomenon
has not been formulated yet. Further discussion and
development of quantum mechanical theory of adsorp-
tion and chemosorption can be found in [156].

In 1934, Blokhintsev defended his Candidate of Sci-
ences thesis Some Problems of the Theory of Solids,
Especially Metals at the Physics Institute of MSU. As a
result of the high level of the work, he received a degree
of Doctor of Sciences in 1935. Frank, recollecting how
Blokhintsev delivered his thesis at the MSU Scientific
Council in 1934, said that the presentation was brilliant.
It was obvious that Dmitrii Ivanovich was undoubtedly
a mature scientist who was making a weighty contribu-
tion to science [37]. At the time, Blokhintsev was
26 years old.

3.1. Lotar Wolfgang Nordheim

Here, we would like to mention Blokhintsev’s coau-
thor Lotar Wolfgang Nordheim (1899–1985). Nord-
heim belonged to the Hettingen school of theoretical
physics. He was a PhD student with M. Born, and after
defending his PhD thesis in 1923, his assistant and col-
league till 1933. All his works are marked by bright tal-
ent and deep insight into a problem. In [10], the follow-
ing fact is given: “In autumn of 1926, Hilbert began
systematic studies of the mathematical principles of
quantum mechanics. Lotar Wolfgang Nordheim,
Born’s former apprentice, and the 23-year-old John von
Neumann helped him in these studies. Hilbert also gave
lectures on the mathematical principles of quantum the-
ory, which were published in shorter form [159] in the
spring of 1927.”

Nordheim worked successfully in the application of
quantum mechanics to statistical physics and solid state
physics. He gave a successful description of the elec-
tron work function in metals, thermoelectron emission,
electron kinetics in metals and alloys [81] (see the anal-
ysis of this work in [58]; here, the effective approxima-
tion of “rigid” ions for alloys was introduced), the influ-
ence of quantum corrections on collisions and the gas
distribution function [108, 160], and the rectifying
action of the semiconductor–metal contact [161]. In
1934, Heitler and Nordheim predicted the existence of
higher order Compton processes [162, 163].

In 1928, interning with Fowler (1889–1944) at
Cambridge, Nordheim explained the phenomenon of
cold electron emission from metals on the basis of electron

cyclotron tunneling. This theory was called the Fowler–
Nordheim theory [55, 79, 80, 108, 164–166]. In his lec-
ture at Oxford in May, 1929 [55], Fowler noted that the
success in the development of this problem was mainly
due to the efforts of Nordheim; it was the result of his
work on the topic during a year at Oxford and little
could be added to his brilliant review paper [80]. The
Fowler–Nordheim tunneling was observed in noncon-
ducting thin films, for example, SiO2 films. In 1932,
Nordheim applied the idea of quantum mechanical tun-
neling to consideration of the rectifying action of the
semiconductor–metal contact [161] (see Section 97 of
[43] on quantum mechanical tunneling).

The Fowler–Nordheim model is still widely used
and cited (see, e.g., [166–170]). In [169], for calcula-
tion of electronic high-vacuum devices (relativistic
diodes [171]), electron emission was described by
quantum mechanical Fowler–Nordheim equations
[55, 79, 80, 108, 164–166]. In [170], a new method for
the manufacture of graphite nanotubes was proposed.
During analysis of devices with graphite nanotube
emitters (integrated with a metallic anode), secondary
emission was analyzed within the Fowler–Nordheim
model, which made it possible to considerably improve
the fabrication process.

Thanks to a grant from the Rockfeller Foundation,
Nordheim visited Moscow in 1933 as an invited profes-
sor to MSU. His studies were quite close to those per-
formed by the Tamm’s group. It was during that visit
that he performed his joint work with Blokhintsev.

After Hitler came to power, Nordheim emigrated to
the United States with the help of the Rescue Commit-
tee for Displaced German Scientists [172]. He obtained
the position of invited professor to Pardue University
(1935–1937). There, he studied the resistance of
monovalent metals [173].

However, his basic interests shifted to the field of
cosmic ray physics. He cooperated with his wife Ger-
trude Poschl, who also actively worked in the field of
the theory of the structure of multiatomic molecules
and their spectra. In 1937, he became a professor of
physics at Duke University, and his interests shifted
toward nuclear physics. Results of his works on nuclear
physics were summarized in [174] and included in
monograph [175].

Nordheim participated in the atomic project from
the very beginning. He worked at Oak Ridge Labora-
tory as head of the department, and in 1945–1947, he
was the Director of the Department of Physics of this
laboratory. He studied diffusion and neutron retardation
and multiplication; he proposed the method for calcu-
lating the efficiency of a rod for nuclear reactor control,
etc. In 1947, Nordheim returned to Duke, remaining a
consultant of the Oak Ridge and Los Alamos laborato-
ries. He worked on cosmic ray theory and the shell
structure of the nucleus. In 1956, Nordheim accepted
an invitation to head the department of theoretical phys-
ics at the John Hopkins Laboratory of General Atomics
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in San Diego, California; there he continued his inves-
tigations in the field of reactor and neutron physics.

The similarity of his scientific carrier and interests
to those of Blokhintsev is quite remarkable. Probably,
both felt the requirements and tasks put forward at a
particular time and directed their efforts toward their
solution.

4. QUANTUM PHYSICS 
AND SOLID STATE THEORY: 1935–1937

In 1935–1936, Blokhintsev continued his work on
the theory of light absorption in heteropolar crystals
[144], the theory of phosphorescence [145], and the
theory of dyed crystals [146]. Let us discuss in more
detail the work “Theory of Dyed Crystals” [146]. Pekar
wrote in his monograph [115] that “in 1933, L.D. Lan-
dau [176] put forward the important idea of the autolo-
calization of an electron in an ideal crystal as a result of
lattice deformation by the field of the electron. These
local states were assumed to be motionless, and Landau
attempted to identify them with F centers in dyed alkali
halide crystals. In 1936, Ya.I. Frenkel [177] noticed that
the conduction electron should deform the closest
atoms of the crystal and this local deformation should
move along the crystal, following the electron. In 1936,
Blokhintsev [146] attempted to find out in which crys-
tals the autolocalization of electrons pointed out by
Landau should be expected on the basis of the approx-
imation of tightly bound electrons. At that time, a cor-
rect method for considering autolocal states had not
been found, and the attempt to prove their existence and
investigate their properties failed. However, the above
papers had a definite influence on the studies performed
by Blokhintsev in this field.”

The studies performed by Pekar (1917–1985) on
polaron theory [115] and semiconductor theory [116]
are widely known. He constructed the theory describ-
ing the behavior of the “redundant” electron in ionic
crystals. It was found earlier that in ionic crystals, the
interaction of the additional electron with the lattice
vibrations plays an important role; in this case, the
interaction is due to the polarization of the lattice by the
field of the electron. Pekar’s achievement was that his
choice of the type of interaction was correct (unlike the
standard zone model in which the interaction of the
electron with the lattice vibrations was usually consid-
ered weak) and the substantiation of the existence of
autolocal electronic states was clear. The main idea
[115] is that the electron polarizes the ambient crystal
lattice; this polarization in turn influences the electron,
and this action is equivalent to the action of some effec-
tive potential well.

The depth of this well in some crystals can be suffi-
ciently large for discrete energy levels to exist in it.
Local polarization caused by the electron is related to
the displacement of ions from their average equilibrium
positions. Since ion displacements lag behind instanta-

neous electronic states, the polarization also lags
behind and forms the potential well for the electron.
Due to the inertial character of ions, they are influenced
by the average electron field, which can be calculated as
the static field of the charge distributed with the density
e |ψ|2, where ψ is the electron wave function in the
polarization well. The states of the crystal with the
polarization well in which the electron is localized were
called polarons by Pekar [178]. The contribution made
by Blokhintsev to this direction of research is men-
tioned in [143].

In 1950, Frohlich and colleagues [179, 74] applied a
simple model of interaction of a particle with a quan-
tized field to describe the polaron. This was one of the
first applications of quantum field theory to problems of
condensed matter physics. This direction was devel-
oped in studies by N.N. Bogolyubov [119, 180, 181],
S.V. Tyablikov [182–189], and others [190]. Frohlich
developed and formulated the quantum mechanical
model of the electron in the field of the crystal lattice
[191], which is used for the description of a polaron
with a large radius (Frohlich polaron). Mott put forward
similar ideas in [192, 193].

Later, experimental and theoretical investigations of
polaron states and their mobility in various materials
became rather large-scale (see surveys [116, 194–199]
and books [115, 200]).

The pioneering approach applied by Blokhintsev in
[146] consisted in an attempt to describe the problem of
autolocal electronic states on the basis of the approxi-
mation of tightly bound electrons. This approximation
was formulated by Bloch [46, 110] and later became
widespread (in an improved form) in condensed matter
physics, especially for the description of localized
states of different nature and unordered systems [110,
201]. The tight binding method is one of the most well
known and widely used semiquantitative methods for
calculation of wave functions and energies. It is also
known under another, more appropriate, name as the
method of linear combination of atomic orbitals. The
tight binding method is based on the fact that functions
of the type of Bloch functions can be constructed in the
form of the linear combination of atomic wave func-
tions. In [146], Blokhintsev said, “In that study, the
starting point was the Heisenberg approximation, in
which the state of the crystal was known to be derived
from the states of isolated atoms.”

Indeed, it can be shown [110, 201] that the Bloch
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separate nodes of the lattice. The Schrödinger equation
is written in the form

(24)

Here, Vat is the electron potential in the isolated atom
and V ' is the additional potential energy of the electron
in the field of the lattice. In this case,

where Ea is the self energy corresponding to the atomic
orbital φ. If one assumes the applicability of perturba-
tion theory, the solutions to the Schrödinger equation
can be represented in the form of the linear combination
of atomic wave functions (23). The coefficients in this
expansion are determined from the condition of Bloch
periodicity. As a result, we have

(25)

which yields the relation

(26)

Let us consider the equality

(27)

Let us substitute Eq. (23) into this relation. It is con-
venient to introduce the following parameters:
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where n and m are the neighboring nodes of the lattice.
The parameters tα and tβ are positive quantities. As a
result, we find that
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For a simple cubic lattice, we have
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It is seen that the electron energy is bound within the
region ±6tβ. In this case, each electronic state in the iso-
lated atom corresponds to the zone energy in the crys-
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The following expression for effective mass is
implied by this equation (compare with (10)):

(32)

It is obvious that the zone width is determined by the
degree of overlapping of atomic orbitals in neighboring
atoms; the narrower the zone, the larger the effective
mass near the zone bottom. Thus, the approximation of
tightly bound electrons is not only practically useful, it
also allows one to consider the character of Bloch states
in a new fashion, adding the picture of almost free elec-
trons. It can be said that in the tight binding method, a
solid is considered as a set of weakly interacting neutral
atoms or, in other words, as a gigantic molecule [202]
of approximately 1023 atoms.

The investigation of localized states in the frame-
work of the tight binding method [146] led Blokhintsev
to the need to describe the interaction of the electron
with the lattice vibrations corresponding to the spirit of
this method. He said that the localization of the electron
in some mth node of the lattice can occur only in the
deformed crystal; the electron would move from one
node to another only if some energy was spent on elim-
inating the deformation holding the electron at the mth
node. However, the description of the electron–phonon
interaction in the approximation of tightly bound elec-
trons began much later.

The construction of the theory of electron–phonon
interaction in the approximation of tightly bound elec-
trons was initiated by Frohlich [203] in 1966 and then
continued in a number of works [204–208]. Frohlich
[203] proposed describing the interaction of tightly
bound electrons with the lattice vibrations similar to the
approximation of “rigid ions,” when electron wave
functions “rigidly” follow moving ions. This approxi-
mation was called the modified tight binding approxi-
mation (MTBA).

The integral of the jump between two lattice nodes is

(33)

Here, Vsf is the self-consistent lattice potential taking
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following orthogonality relations are still valid for the
deformed lattice:

(34)

For small displacements , we obtain

(35)

In [205], it was use of the following relation was
proposed due to the exponential drop in the radial part
of the electron wave functions in the Slater or Wannier
form:

(36)

Here, q0 is the Slater coefficient characterizing the
decrease in the radial part of the electron wave func-
tions. Using the representation of the secondary quanti-
zation, the Hamiltonian of the electron–phonon interac-
tion in the approximation of tightly bound electrons is
written in the form [207, 208]

(37)

where
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The operators  and bqν describe the phonon pro-
duction and annihilation, and ων(k) the phonon acoustic
frequencies.

Later, it was shown [209] that the Hamiltonian of
the electron–phonon interaction in the approximation
of tightly bound electrons upon consideration of vari-
ous properties of solid bodies yields results equivalent
to those following from the Frohlich Hamiltonian [191]
in the case of the harmonic approximation for the lattice
vibrations and the spatial isotropy. For anharmonic and
strongly anisotropic systems, results may differ. The
application of the Hamiltonian of electron–phonon
interaction in the approximation of tightly bound elec-
trons for investigating the normal and superconducting
properties of metals and their disordered alloys showed
[204–208, 210–212] that this approach has a number of
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advantages for a particular class of substances. Details
can be found in [204–208, 210–213].

5. QUANTUM PHYSICS
AND SOLID STATE THEORY: 1938–1939

In 1938, Bloikhintsev and B.I. Davydov published
the work “Theory of Solid Rectifiers” [214], which was
devoted to a problem that was attracting increasing atten-
tion at that time due to its applied value [44, 143, 215].
I.V. Kurchatov also studied this problem at that time
[216]. A large number of works were devoted to the
investigation of the metal–semiconductor contact, since
it is the investigation of contact phenomena that made
it possible to raise to a qualitatively new level the expla-
nation of the phenomenon of rectification and the pho-
tovoltaic effect in semiconductors. Properties specific
to semiconductors [117] were found upon investigation
of phenomena at the contact. The task was to find out
the nature of the barrier layer, the mechanism of rectifi-
cation, and the photovoltaic effect in it. For explanation
of the nature of the barrier layer, Nordheim [161] and
Frenkel and Ioffe [217] proposed a qualitative theory
based on the notion on quantum mechanical tunneling
through the barrier of the layer. However, these theories
had some disadvantages, which finally resulted in the
development of the alternative diffusion theory of rec-
tification. According to this theory, due to the existence
of the contact field, a layer depleted of carriers is
formed at the semiconductor–metal interface. If exter-
nal field is applied, depending on its direction with
respect to the contact field, this depleted layer is either
increased or decreased as a result of the diffusion of
current carriers under the action of the field forces. The
variation in the resistance of the depleted layer due to
the applied external field results in rectification of cur-
rent in this layer. This theory was developed in the
Soviet Union in the period between 1938 and 1941 by
Davydov, Blokhintsev, and Pekar. Simultaneously, sim-
ilar ideas were developed abroad by Mott and V. Schot-
tky [143]. The authors of [44] wrote that “the theory of
rectification for cuprous rectifiers was constructed by
Davydov (and soon developed in investigations per-
formed by Blokhintsev and Pekar before 1941).” Note
that in the work by Blokhintsev and Davydov [214], the
passage of the current through the interface between
two semiconductors of one type with different specific
resistances was studied [117].

In 1938, Blokhintsev and B.I. Spasskii turned to a
more general problem of semiconductor theory. The
work “Generalization of the Wilson Semiconductor
Theory” [218] is devoted to the analysis of possible
“consequences of the idea of the possibility of chemical
reactions inside the crystalline semiconductor.” In the
Wilson theory, the electron distribution over quantum
levels corresponding to equilibrium at some tempera-
ture determines the electric and many optical properties
of the semiconductor at this temperature. Unlike the
Wilson theory, it was assumed in [218] that the num-
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bers of electron levels were considered as functions of
temperature. As a result of chemical reactions inside
the crystalline semiconductor, the dependence of many
properties, in particular, electric conductivity, on the
concentration of impurities is considerably compli-
cated. In essence, in [218], the theory of alloyed semi-
conductors [117, 219] was considered; the need for this
theory was already being felt.

In another survey work, “Modern Ideas of the
Nature of Dielectrics and Conductors” [220], Blokhint-
sev gave a clear and distinct description of the achieve-
ments in the quantum theory of solids. He wrote, “Over
the course of a decade, quantum theory contributed to
the development of quite new ideas on atomic structure
and the motion of electrons and other microparticles.
Basic laws established by quantum (wave) mechanics
were already a conquered field and contributed to a new
understanding of conductivity of semiconductors and
dielectrics.” Blokhintsev, in essence, considered the
problem of classification of solids, i.e., the problem of
how many types of solids existed [221, 222] and what
principles underlay a particular classification. At the
time, this question was quite topical. However, in sub-
sequent years, discussions on this question have contin-
ued [223–228], and this problem becomes even more
topical now, as the number of new materials with specific
properties, which do not always fall within the usual clas-
sification, are increasing [120, 122, 124, 229–236].

Wilson’s classification of solids [91–93, 95, 89]
introduced three classes of substances: dielectrics,
semiconductors, and metals; i.e., it was based on the
ability of a particular substance to conduct electric cur-
rent. This partition goes back to the initial single-elec-
tron Bloch picture and the approximation of weakly
bound electrons. The list of studied substances
increased rapidly with the increasing needs of tech-
nique and technology and the accumulation of data on
their physicochemical properties [221, 222]. That is
why F. Zeitz [237] reconsidered and added Wilson’s
classification. He took into account not only the ability
of conducting electric current but also the type of bond-
ing [225] that forms the solid. It is interesting that his

known book Modern Theory of Solids begins with the
chapter “Empirical Classification of Solids,” in which
five types of solids are introduced, which is as fol-
lows [237]:

(a) metals,

(b) ionic crystals;

(c) valence crystals;

(d) semiconductors;

(e) molecular crystals.

Kittel [238] extended Zeitz’s classification and
added one more class of substances: crystals with
hydrogen binding. F. Anderson specified more pre-
cisely the classification developed by Zeitz and Kittel
and criticized it. Anderson thought that “in reality, the
difference between semiconductors and metals or
valence crystals with respect to the type of bonding and
between semiconductors and other types of dielectrics
with respect to conductivity are quite artificial; semi-
conductors do not represent a separate class of crystals
in a real sense” [223]. The generally accepted classifi-
cation by Ashcroft and Mermin [239] was developed in
the spirit of Anderson’s remark. It is also based on two
characteristics: the type of bonding and the conductiv-
ity, although the authors emphasize its conditional
character and incompleteness (see also [240]). For
example, quantum crystals [241, 242] do not com-
pletely satisfy this classification. The existence of the
so-called Wigner crystal, i.e., the crystalline phase of a
degenerate electron gas [243, 244] in semiconductor
heterostructures, was proved. The existence of such
objects as quasicrystals [245] is a challenge to all exist-
ing classifications.

At present, the creation of new materials proceeds at
a rapid pace [232]. It is possible that in the near future,
the common classification of crystalline solids will be
considerably widened. It is possible that it will include
as a separate line high-temperature superconductors
[246–248], nanomaterials [122, 233–236], photonic
crystals [249], etc. The proposed classification may
look like the one given in Table 1.

Table 1.  Types of crystal solids

Name Substance

Ionic crystals Alkali halide

Covalent crystals Diamond, silicon, etc.

Metallic Various metals and alloys

Molecular crystals Ar, He, O2, H2, CH4

Substances with hydrogen bonds Ice, KH2PO4, fluorides

Quantum crystals Solid He, Ar, etc.

High-temperature superconductors HgBa2Can – 1CunO2n + 2 + δ, etc.

Fullerenes, nanomaterials C60, C3O4, etc.

Photon crystals, left media Yablonovite
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Concerning dielectrics, although they had been
studied for a long time [250], a consistent theory of the
dielectric state was proposed by W. Kohn [224] only in
1964. The question how the dielectric differednfrom
the metallic state required more specification, as dem-
onstrated by Resta in [227]. In relation to the investiga-
tion of oxides of transition metals, high-temperature
superconductors, and complex oxides with the perovs-
kite structure [251–254], it turned out that the metal–
insulator transition is due to the competition between
the zone width and the Coulomb interelectron interac-
tion (Hubbard model [251–254]). In this regard, it was
proposed to consider the so called “Mott–Hubbard
insulator” as a special state [255]. Thus, the comparison
of the nature of metallic and dielectric states of the sub-
stance considered by Blokhintsev has remained a topi-
cal direction of research.

5.1 Lamb Shift

In 1938, Blokhintsev was preparing his work “The
Shift of Spectral Lines Caused by the Inverse Action of
a Radiation Field” for publication. He presented it at a
seminar of the Physical Institute of the Academy of Sci-
ences of the USSR, where he was employed; he also
submitted it to Zhurnal Experimental’noi i Teoret-
icheskoi Fiziki [Journal of Experimental and Theoreti-
cal Physics] (ZhTEF). The work was rejected by the
editorial board and published only in 1958 in Dubna in
a collection of Blokhintsev’s scientific works and
papers. This work was mentioned in the survey report
delivered by Ya.A. Smorodinskii [256]. In [6], the fol-
lowing was written: “Already in early works by Dmitrii
Ivanovich, deep understanding of the essence of quan-
tum mechanics, fresh and bold ideas, an original way of
thinking that foreshadowed the further development of
physics were evident. Typical in this respect was his
work on the calculation of the ‘shift of spectral lines
caused by inverse action of a radiation field,’ which in
essence contained the theory of the Lamb shift, which
was the beginning of quantum electrodynamics. It was
reported at the seminar at the Physics Institute of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR and submitted to
ZhTEF in 1938. The formula for the Lamb shift
obtained by Blokhintsev became famous; it differs
from the Bethe formula only by the numerical factor
added in 1948 as a result of ultraviolet cutting. Unfor-
tunately, this important discovery was not published at
that time in ZhTEF. There were no other outlets for
publication.

The genesis of the work “The Shift of Spectral Lines
Caused by the Inverse Action of a Radiation Field” was
best related by Blokhintsev himself [31]. “I delivered
the work that, in essence, contained the theory of the
Lamb shift discovered ten years later, at a seminar at the
Physics Institute. However, my work was not pub-
lished, since the editorial board of ZhETF returned the
manuscript because the calculations were considered
unusual. I kept the manuscript, which was stamped by

the journal certifying the date of its receipt (February 25,
1938). I found no support from my colleagues at the
Physics Institute. There were no other outlets. Thus,
this important work was not published in due time. The
main idea of the work followed from my deep belief
that a physical vacuum existed in reality; however, I
refrained from painting the affair in this light, a cry for
the Boeotians.”

The Lamb shift is indeed related to quite remarkable
and interesting effects of quantum physics [256–261].
Lamb and his colleagues performed very precise, thor-
ough, and elegant experimental studies [261] on the
determination of the structure of levels with n = 2 for
hydrogen, deuterium, and singly ionized helium. Since
the energy difference for these levels is very small, the
probability of spontaneous transitions turns out to be
negligible. However, if the atom is placed in a rotating
(or oscillating) magnetic field with the corresponding
frequency, induced transition can be observed. This fre-
quency can be exactly measured; it is equal to the dif-
ference in energies of the two levels divided by �. The
measurement of the rotation frequency in Lamb’s
experiments yielded a value of the energy difference of
two levels with the same principal quantum number in
Rydberg units; it is interesting that this does not require
any preliminary data on the Planck constant �. The
Lamb shift is mainly determined by the variation in the
“scale” in wave functions of the atom, which are used
upon calculation of the mathematical expectation of
corresponding expressions. The total shift ∆E, which is
independent of the virtual photon frequency, is [260]

(40)

The exact calculation of expression (40) for the radi-
ation correction of the energy of a hydrogen-like atom
is given in [260]. For fine splitting FΓ, Bethe calculated
the energy difference of 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 states of hydro-
gen-like atoms. The theoretical expression has the
form [260]

(41)

where RD is the reduced Rydberg constant for deute-
rium, MD is the deuterium mass, and α is the fine struc-
ture constant.

Blokhintsev wrote about his calculations in [31]:
“As a result of them, the following expression is
obtained for the frequency shift:

(42)

where k is the numerical coefficient, ∆Eav is the average
energy, n is the principal number of the level, and R is
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the Rydberg constant. Due to the inaccuracy in cutting,
the coefficient k and the values of ∆Eav differ somewhat
from exact values obtained using the method of elec-
tron mass renormalization (note that (42) can be rewrit-
ten in the form δω0 ≅ |ψs(0)|2, as is usually done now;
here, ψs(0) is the value of the wave function at the point
r = 0). The ratio δω0/ω = 2.8 × 10–8 calculated using this
formula for the He ion is in good agreement with
respect to its absolute value and sign with the value
measured by Paschen (10–6–10–7). At the time, there
were no more precise measurements. This circum-
stance was of course unfavorable for further improve-
ment of an unpublished work. Only after World War II,
in 1948, did the importance of this work for theoretical
physics become clear.”

The Lamb shift in levels in hydrogen, i.e., the
energy by which the 2S1/2 state is higher than the 2P1/2
state, is obtained by combining different terms contrib-
uting to the theoretical expression for the Lamb shift.
This procedure is described in detail in [260]. Experi-
mental investigations of the Lamb shift continue.

It was reported not long ago [262] that two-loop cor-
rections to the Lamb shift were first measured in
strongly ionized atoms of heavy elements using the ion
trap technique.

The history of theoretical calculation of the Lamb
shift value is quite interesting. It is known from first-
hand accounts and has been well described in papers
[263, 264] and books [265, 266]. According to Weis-
skopf [265], “Since 1936, there have been vague data
that the position of observed hydrogen levels does not
exactly match the predictions following from the Dirac
equation, the so-called Pasternak effect. Certain con-
siderations existed on possible ways of calculating this
effect using quantum electrodynamics in the presence
of deviations. After the war, I decided to investigate this
problem together with a very capable PhD student,
B. French. We wanted to calculate this effect, which
was more well known as the Lamb shift, by isolating
the infinite self-energy of the electron. These were
complicated calculations, since the renormalization
technique had not been developed yet. It was necessary
to calculate the energy difference of the free and bound
electrons when both energies were infinite. We had to
be very accurate, since the calculation of the difference
of diverging quantities often results in errors. We over-
came difficulties slowly, since there were no good
experimental results at that time. Then Lamb and Ruth-
erford set up a good experiment, and finally, we
obtained a result that agreed well with experimental
data. I informed Julian Schwinger and Dick Feynman;
they repeated the calculations; however, their results
were different from ours, and Schwinger and Feynman
obtained the same number. We postponed publication
to find the error, spending half a year on it. Meanwhile,
Lamb and Kroll published calculation result of the
same effect, which more or less agreed with our result.
Then Feynman called me from Ithaca, ‘You were right;

I was wrong!’ Thus, if we had had courage to publish
our results, our paper would have been the first one to
explain the experiment performed by Lamb and Ruth-
erford. What’s the moral of this story? You have to
believe in what you do.”

6. STATISTICAL PHYSICS: 1939

In 1939, Blokhintsev published his work “Hydrody-
namics of an Elecron gas” [267]. In this work, the
hydrodynamic description of the system of many parti-
cles (electrons), i.e., description in terms of a “reduced”
set of variables characterizing the system, the current I(x)
and the particle density ρ(x), is considered. Blokhintsev
was basing this on an analysis performed by Pauli in his
“Handbuch der Physik” (Part 1, Section 5) [268].
Blokhintsev maintained that since a multiparticle prob-
lem could not be solved exactly, an approximate solu-
tion should be sought. It is known [269] that an efficient
way for calculating the energy eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues is the self-consistent field method. This
method was first developed by Hartree without taking into
account electron exchange and then by Fock [67, 68] with
this exchange taken into account. There exist a large
number of works on this method [269] both with and
without the exchange account. Blokhintsev wrote in
[267] that from the very beginning he used the Hartree–
Fock approximation, which assigns an individual func-
tion ψk(x) to each electron n. In this approximation, the
system of electrons is described by the density matrix

(43)

where m is the electron mass. The summation is per-
formed over all occupied states. This matrix satisfies
the equation

(44)

This equation is none other than the Liouville equa-
tion for the density matrix. Considering the dynamic
equations (equations of motion) for the current,
Blokhintsev derived the “hydrodynamic” equation for a
system of many particles (electrons) that contained gas
density gradients in the stress tensor. To obtain closed
expressions, he used approximations characteristic of
statistical Fermi–Thomas theory. It is known [66, 269]
that the statistical model of the atom describes the elec-
trons of the atom statistically as an electron gas at a
temperature of absolute zero. The model yields good
approximation only for atoms with a large number of
electrons, although it had been used for up to ten elec-
trons. For the statistical approach, the details of the
electronic structure had not been described; therefore,
the application of a hydrodynamic description was
quite relevant. Following the spirit of the statistical
model of the atom, the total energy of the atom is
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obtained from the energy of the electron gas in separate
elementary volumes dv by integrating over the whole
volume of the atom. Working in this way and using the
continuity equation, Blokhintsev derived an expression
for the gas energy that (in the statistical case) coincided
with the expression obtained earlier by Weizsacker
[270] using a different method. The Thomas–Fermi–
Weizsacker model was developed and discussed in
[271]. Further development of the statistical model of
matter in the framework of the Thomas–Fermi model is
given in [272–276].

It is appropriate to note here that the work “Hydro-
dynamics of an Electron Gas” [267] contains one more
aspect that does not seem striking at first sight but is
nonetheless of great interest. In essence, it was shown
in this work that a system in the low-energy limit can be
characterized by a small set of “collective” (or hydro-
dynamic) variables and equations of motion corre-
sponding to these variables. Going beyond the frame-
work of the low-energy region would require the con-
sideration of plasmon excitations, effects of electron
shell restructuring [277], etc. The existence of two
scales, low-energy and high-energy, in the description
of physical phenomena is used in physics, explicitly or
implicitly. Recently, this topic enjoyed interesting and
deep development, which is why we will consider it in
more detail.

6.1. Quantum Protectorate

It would be appropriate here to discuss an interest-
ing concept formulated relatively recently, namely, the
concept of the “quantum protectorate.” In a work with
a remarkable title, “The Theory of Everything” [278],
authors R. Laughlin and D. Pines discussed the most
fundamental principles of the description of matter in a
wide sense. Since we will use this mysterious term
“matter” more than once, let us give the definition
according to the modern dictionary of scientific usage
[279]: “Matter is that which occupies space at any given
time and is observable or detectable, i.e., any object or
any material, or any organism comprised of matter.
Matter has structure; various types of matter have dif-
ferent structures; however, matter as a whole is
assumed to be consisting of discrete particles (atoms).
The value of matter can be measured by its mass or its
volume, or the amount of substance.”

We will return to this topic later. Now let us consider
the work by Laughlin and Pines [278]. The authors put
forward the question what the “theory of everything”
was; “a theory applicable to description of all things
and phenomena that describes the common world of
human beings, air, water, stone, fire, people, etc.” The
answer given by the authors was that “this theory was
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics,” or, more precisely,
the equation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics,
which they wrote in the form

(45)

That was the only formula in their work; they also
gave detailed definition of the Hamiltonian of a system
consisting of many interacting particles. The authors
agreed, however, that “such objects in the Universe as
the planet Jupiter, nuclear fission, the Sun, or the occur-
rence of isotopes of elements in space are not described
by this equation, since such important things as gravity
and nuclear interactions are not taken into account.
However, with the exclusion of light, which could eas-
ily be included in the consideration, and possibly grav-
ity, these omitted elements are insignificant to phenom-
ena on a human scale. Equation (45) is the precisely the
Theory of Everything necessary for our everyday
world.

Note that the construction of the universal picture of
the Universe based completely on the data of natural
sciences is a long-standing dream in many circles. In
this regard, it is appropriate to mention the interpreta-
tion of the notion Universe in one of the authoritative
dictionaries of scientific terms “The Universe is the
totality of astronomical objects, events, relations, and
energies that admit objective description” [280]. The
end of the nineteenth century was probably a time of
strong expectations for timely constructing a unified
physical picture of the world. Since olden times, since
its very existence, the study of nature has had, as an
ideal, the ultimate higher task of unifying the variety of
physical phenomena into a unique system, and if possi-
ble, in a single formula [281].

Possible, to continue this line, Feynman wrote in his
famous course on physics that “often people, in unjus-
tified fear of physics, say that it is impossible to write
the equation of life. But maybe we can. Very possible
we already have a sufficiently good approximation with
quantum mechanics equation (45). We have just seen
how phenomena in their complexity could be remark-
ably and easily obtained from simple equations
describing these phenomena. Not knowing the capabil-
ities of simple equations, people often conclude that to
explain the entire complexity of the world, something
divine, rather than just equations, is required.” This pas-
sage by Feynman is partly in line with remarks made by
Einstein more than once concerning attempts at imple-
menting a program to unify the description of the phys-
ical reality by fields without singularities and satisfying
partial differential equations.

The end of the nineteenth century coincided with a
change in the physical paradigm from the mechanical
picture of the world with two concepts (the law of
motion and the expression for force) to a much deeper
concept of the field. Einstein considered this a revolu-
tion. In essence, he predicted and initiated works in the
field of constructing the unified field theory (the prede-
cessor of the theory of everything). He wrote in 1922
that “it should be expected that the progress of science
will overturn its principles, and it will be as deep as the
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revolution related to field theory. However, we are far
from a logically clear foundation” [282].

At present, the problem of unification of the weak,
electromagnetic, gravitational, and strong interactions
has been posed [283]. Many researchers work in this
direction; however, one can speak of the success in the
theory of electroweak interaction so far. Einstein,
unlike Feynman, never spoke of the “equation of life.”
He preferred to be more cautious, saying that the objec-
tive of science was, on the one hand, possibly more
complete cognition of the connection between a set of
perceptions, and on the other hand, reaching this objec-
tive by applying the minimum primary notions and
relations (with as much logical unity in the picture of
the world as possible, i.e., with minimum logical ele-
ments) [284].

He wrote in another work that a researcher should
instead obtain clearly formulated general principles of
nature reflecting particular general features of a large
set of experimentally established facts [285].

Speaking of construction of the unified physical pic-
ture of the world, M. Planck stressed that at all times,
two methods stood opposed to each other in solving this
problem; often, these methods competed, and even
more often, mutually corrected and augmented each
other, especially when they were combined in the hands
of one researcher. One of these methods, the more res-
olute one, boldly unites the results of separate studies
and focuses on one particular notion or law to subordi-
nate all of nature in all its manifestations to this notion.
The second method is more cautious, modest, and reli-
able; however, it does not lead to the goal as rapidly as
the first one; this method received recognition much
later. It rejects final results from the very beginning and
introduces only those features into the general picture
which seem reliably established on the basis of direct
experiments and leaves their generalization to further
investigation [286].

We leave to the reader to decide which direction was
selected by Laughlin and Pines in their considerations
on the theory of everything. The following is important
to us: “In spite of the above list, it became obvious that
the Theory of Everything is not, even remotely, the the-
ory of all things. We knew that Eq. (45) is correct
because it allows one to find sufficiently accurate solu-
tions for a small number of particles (isolated atoms
and small molecules). However, this equation cannot be
solved exactly if the number of particles exceed
approximately ten. No existing computers or a com-
puter that would at some time exist would be capable of
overcoming this barrier, since this is a catastrophe of
dimension. If the amount of computer memory neces-
sary for representing the quantum wave function of one
particle is N, the amount of memory for representing
the wave function of k particles is equal to Nk. It is pos-
sible to perform approximate calculations for systems
of large dimensions; these calculations allow one to dis-
cover why atoms have their dimensions, why chemical

bonds have their length and strength, why solids have
their elasticity, and why some materials are transparent
and others reflect or absorb light. It is also possible to
predict atomic conformations of small molecules, rates
of simple chemical reactions, structural phase transi-
tions, ferromagnetism, and sometimes even the temper-
ature of a superconducting transition by applying a cer-
tain amount of experimental data for this purpose.
However, these approximate schemes are not calcula-
tions from first principles; they are, rather, a kind of
skill in explaining an experiment. Therefore, in
essence, they are inclined to be a less reliable tool in
cases when reliability and authenticity are most
needed; i.e., when experimental data are poor and
insufficient, the physical behavior has no analogues and
key problems have not been clearly formulated. There-
fore, the triumph of reductionism practiced by the
ancient Greeks is a Pyrrhic victory. We have succeeded
in reducing all common physical behavior to the simple
correct Theory of Everything, only to find that this the-
ory is incapable of discovering anything about a whole
aggregate of very important things and phenomena of
great significance” [278].

Laughlin and Pines showed that there exist true facts
(e.g., the value of e2/hc) which cannot be obtained from
the Theory of Everything because an approximate the-
ory cannot predict a exact result, and therefore, there
exist certain higher principles of a nature deeper than a
particular microscopic scheme.

Then, the authors formulated their main thesis that
occurring physical phenomena regulated by higher
physical principles have a certain property characteris-
tic to these particular phenomena. This property is their
insensitivity to microscopic description. Thus, here, in
essence, a very important question on what is cogniza-
ble (conceivable) in the deepest sense of this stratum is
formulated. For example, the low-energy spectrum of
excitation of a common crystalline dielectric consists of
the transverse and the longitudinal acoustic waves only,
irrespective of details. Therefore, in the opinion of
Laughlin and Pines, it is not necessary to “prove” the
existence of sound in a solid; this is a consequence of
the existence of other elastic moduli on the large-length
scale, which in turn follows from the spontaneous vio-
lation of the translational and rotational symmetry
characterizing the crystalline state. This implies the
inverse proposition that little can be learned concerning
the atomic structure of crystalline solids by investigat-
ing their acoustic properties. Therefore, the authors come
to the conclusion that the crystalline state is the simplest
known example of a “quantum protectorate,” a stable
state of matter whose low-energy properties are deter-
mined by nothing else than higher physical principles.

The existence of two scales, low-energy and the
high-energy, in the description of magnetic phenomena
was stressed in [287, 288] upon comparative investiga-
tion of localized and zone quantum models of magne-
tism. It was shown that the low-energy spectrum of
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magnetic excitations in magnetically ordered solids

represents the hydrodynamic pole ( , ω  0) of the
generalized spin susceptibility and is present in the
Heisenberg, Hubbard, and combined s–d models. In the
Stoner model, the hydrodynamic pole is absent; this
model does not contain spin waves. Stoner single-parti-
cle excitations (an analogue of plasmon excitations in
an electron gas) are absent in the spectrum of the
Heisenberg model. The Hubbard model [251, 254] of
narrow energy zones contains both types of excitations:
collective spin waves (low-energy spectrum) and
Stoner single-particle excitations (high-energy spec-
trum). This is the great advantage and high flexibility of
the Hubbard model as compared to the Heisenberg
model. However, the Heisenberg model is a very good
approximation of real behavior in the region of applica-
bility of the hydrodynamic description, i.e., for large
wavelengths and small energies. The concept of quan-
tum protectorate was applied to the theory of magne-
tism in [289]. We succeeded in formulating the crite-
rion of applicability of quantum models of magnetism
to particular substances on the basis of analyzing their
low-energy and high-energy spectra.

Note that, earlier, in-depth analysis of the applica-
bility of the hydrodynamic description on the basis of
calculating the poles of the generalized susceptibilities
of multiparticle systems was performed in [290].

7. STATISTICAL PHYSICS: 1940–1947

In 1940, Blokhintsev’s attention was attracted to the
problem of statistical description of quantum systems.
Interest to these problems stemmed from lectures and
works on quantum mechanics by Mandelstam and
Nikol’skii. Nikol’skii’s book Quantum Processes [291]
is mentioned many times in his papers.

In the work “Correlation of a Quantum Ensemble
with a Classical Gibbs Ensemble” [292], the limiting
transition from quantum equations of motion for the
density matrix to the equations of motion for the classi-
cal distribution function was studied. The problem of
the limiting transition from quantum to classical
mechanics was considered by Mandelstam as well. In
1936, Ya.P. Terletskii, a student at that time, performed
the study “Limiting Transition from Quantum Mechan-
ics to Classical Mechanics” [293, 294] under the Man-
delstam’s supervision. However, there was the problem
of agreement of quantum mechanical and classical
descriptions, which had existed from the beginning of
quantum mechanics. Already in 1924–1925, Jaffe [295,
296] showed that if the phase distribution density is
expressed as a function of the energy integral and the
integral expressing the conservation of motion of the
center of mass, the energy will not be distributed uni-
formly over degrees of freedom. In these works, Jaffe
managed to show that in some cases for oscillators, the
energy turns out to be proportional to the oscillation
frequency; i.e., to some extent, he reproduced the tran-

k

sition from classical to quantum description. In [292],
Blokhintsev studied the possibility of correspondence
between the classical distribution function f(q, p) and
the quantum density matrix ρ from the general point of
view. For this purpose, the “mixed” (q, p) representa-
tion for the density matrix ρ was used. Then, the fol-
lowing function was introduced:

(46)

which was assumed to be an analogue of the classical
distribution function f(q, p) at h  0. This function is
a complete analogue of the classical density in the
phase space f(q, p) for the Gibbs ensemble. The func-
tion R(a, p), similar to the function 〈q |ρ|q'〉, allows one
to find the average values of any quantity L(q, p). How-
ever, investigation of the possibility of expanding the
function R(q, p) in powers of h for h  0 showed that
this is possible only in the case when the symmetry or
antisymmetry of wave functions is not taken into
account. According to Blokhintsev, it was shown in
[292] that there does not exist any distribution function
depending on (q, p) which could describe the quantum
ensemble [43] (see Section 46 in [43] concerning the
density matrix).

In the next work on the topic [297], the problem of
the conditions of approximation of quantum statistics
by classical statistics was considered. It was shown that
there is no limiting transition (h  0) from a quantum
ensemble consisting of similar particles to a classical
ensemble. The classical description is obtained if the
state of the system is characterized by the position in
the phase cell Ω � h. Thus, in [292, 297], a new direc-
tion of physics was initiated: quantum mechanics in the
phase space [298].

Earlier, in 1932, Wigner [299] proposed an
approach for calculating statistical averages of measur-
able observable quantities. For this purpose the
“weighting” function w(Q) related to the density matrix
was introduced; it was as though statistical data were
“shifted” from the density matrix to the weighting func-
tion. The complex argument of the weighting function
Q represented the point in the phase space (q, p) of the
system under study. The main objective of [299] was
the use of the probability distribution function in the
phase space instead of the wave function. The Wigner
function was widely applied in statistical physics, in
particular, in plasma physics [300], investigation of
coherent properties of light [301], etc. In essence,
Wigner [299] proposed a special method of averaging
over a quantum mechanical ensemble consisting of
integration over c numerical variables in the phase
space. It was established that a wide variety of quasi-
probability distribution functions in the phase space
could serve this purpose [302]; the Wigner function is a
special case of such distributions. The term “quasi-
probability” should be pointed out; the Wigner function
plays the role of the probability distribution function in
the phase space (for a detailed analysis see [301, 303]).

R q p,( ) q〈 |ρ p| 〉e
ipq
h

--------–

2πh,=
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In this work, general recipes for finding correspon-
dence between distribution functions in the phase space
and rules of finding quantum mechanical analogues
(operators) [302, 304, 305] to classical quantities were
established. There exist a large number of quasi-proba-
bility distribution functions in the phase space that
serve the same purpose as the Wigner function [298,
306, 307]. In particular, Moyal [308] in 1949 formu-
lated the general approach to quantum mechanics as the
statistical theory, or, more precisely, as the form of
“indeterministic statistical dynamics”. In this approach,
the distribution function for complete systems of
dynamical variables characterizing the system is
expressed in terms of wave vectors of quantum theory.
These phase distribution functions play the main role in
the statistical theory. It was shown that the used proce-
dure is equivalent to the choice of a particular type of
the theory of functions of noncommuting operators and
therefore can be considered as an interpretation of
quantum kinematics [308]. Then, on the basis of the
equations of motion of quantum dynamics, relations
determining the evolution of these phase distributions
were derived. It turned out that they have a form char-
acteristic to dynamical stochastic processes. It was
shown that these evolution equations in the phase space
can be used instead of the Schrödinger equation.

The correlation between the probability density in
the unified coordinate–momentum representation of
quantum mechanics and the uncertainty principle was
studied by V.V. Kuryshkin [309]. Further discussion of
these problems can be found in surveys [306, 307] and
books [298, 310]. Note that an interesting, although
debatable, approach to the construction of classical
models of quantum mechanical systems was proposed
by B.T. Geilikman [311] in 1979. He investigated a
general classical model reproducing quantum mechan-
ical regularities that was described by an equation that
can, in a certain sense, be considered an analogue of the
Schrödinger equation.

The title of the next work written by Blokhintsev
[312] (jointly with Ya.B. Dashevskii in 1941) is “Parti-
tion of a System into Quantum and Classical Parts.”
According to the authors, “Among physical problems
that should be solved using quantum mechanical meth-
ods, there are such problems in which the system of
interacting particles under study has a property that one
of its parts during the processes occurring in the system
moves as though it obeys classical laws of motion, i.e.,
moving along a trajectory.”

In this work, they studied the possibility of partition-
ing an interacting system into quantum and classical
parts. They demonstrated the type of perturbation when
the classical part acts on the quantum part. Examples
from collision theory [130] and the equations for mod-
ulated motion were also considered. Blokhintsev wrote
in [31] that this work had been performed jointly with
Ya.B. Dashevskii (who tragically perished, killed by
fascists in the Darnitzkii concentration camp) and had

followed from my long-term interest in the problem of
interaction of the classical and quantum systems. Later,
this led me to n important step in understanding the
mechanism of quantum mechanical measurements.

The essence of this work is as follows: let x be the
variables of the quantum part and X be the variables of
the classical part of the system. Then, the Schrödinger
equation is written as

(47)

where H0(x) and H0(X) are the Hamiltonians of the free
parts, and W(x, X) is their interaction. It was shown that
the separable solution to Eq. (47)

(48)

where ψ(x, t) and Φ(X, t) satisfy the equations

(49)

(50)

(51)

can be obtained if

(52)

This field attracted great interest in subsequent years,
especially in many problems of physical chemistry. A
large number of works are devoted to this topic; some of
them are considered in detail in surveys [313, 314].

In 1946, after switching to defense problems,
Blokhintsev returned to quantum physics. The work
performed in 1946 is titled “Calculation of the Natural
Width of Spectral Lines Using a Stationary Method”
[315]. This small work demonstrated high flexibility in
handling tools of quantum mechanics when the result
was reached in a simple and elegant way. Blokhintsev
wrote, “Usually the problem of emission and absorp-
tion of light ia considered using the method of quantum
transitions. However, this problem, similar to the dis-
persion problem, can be solved in an extremely simple
way using the method of stationary states” [315]. Then,
the author wrote out the system of equations for state
amplitudes of two types: (a) when the emitter is in the
state m and light photons are absent, and (b) when the
emitter is in the state n and one light photon has been
emitted. Taking into account the energy conservation
law, the solution for the amplitude was obtained, and on
its basis, the approximate expression for the level posi-
tion of the whole system (emitter and radiation). “This
expression resulted in exactly the same shift and smear-
ing of levels as those obtained by Dirac upon calcula-
tion of resonance scattering.”

Then, the spectral distribution within the line width
was found. The author noted that upon transformation

i�
∂Ψ
∂t
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of the amplitude to the coordinate representation, “we
obtain a divergent wave with an amplitude that slowly
increases with increasing distance from the radiation
source in the same way as took place for a classical
decaying oscillator” [315].

Later, the problem of the natural width of spectral
lines was used many times for testing various new
schemes of calculation and theories of quantum physics
[316, 317]. It was noted in [318] that the variety of
interpretations of the problem of natural width of spec-
tral lines is so large that it is sometimes confusing and
prevents one from seeing to what extent different
approaches describe (or don’t describe) the same effect.
It is known that excited levels of an isolated atomic sys-
tem with the probability of emitting light due to inter-
action with the electromagnetic field proper have finite
lifetimes. This results in the levels becoming quasidis-
crete and acquiring finite small width, which is called
the natural width of spectral lines. In [131–133], using
the method of nonequilibrium statistical operator, the
Schrödinger-type equation with damping for a dynam-
ical system weakly interacting with the thermostat was
obtained (see Eq. (20)). In this case, the concept of
“quantum noise,” allowing one to construct the non-
equilibrium statistical operator with noise “sources”
and obtain the system of coupled equations for average
amplitudes and densities, was used. In essence, the
obtained system of equations is similar in a certain
sense to the system of equations obtained by Blokhint-
sev for amplitudes and simulates the behavior of a
“damped oscillator” [315]. The interaction of the small
system with the medium (thermostat) ϕαβ plays the role
of friction. The equation for the average amplitudes is
written in the form

(53)

where

(54)

Here, 〈…〉q denotes the statistical averaging with
quasiequilibrium statistical operator ρq (see [131–133]).
The expression for the natural width of spectral lines
[319] follows from this equation:

(55)

where  is the matrix element of the dipole momen-
tum. This expression coincides with the well-known
expression for the natural width of spectral lines
obtained earlier [316, 317].

Later, in the work “Principle of Detailed equilibrium
and Quantum Mechanics” [320], Blokhintsev consid-
ered the fundamental problem of physics, the reciproc-
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ity principle. “As is known in classical mechanics that
when forces are invariant with respect to the change of
sign of all velocities, the reciprocity principle holds.
According to this principle, if the sign of all velocities
is changed to the opposite, or, equivalently, if the sign
of time is changed to the opposite, the motion occurs in
the reverse order. It is the same situation in quantum
mechanics. The validity condition of the principle of
detailed equilibrium was established; according to this
principle, the probabilities of the direct and the reverse
transitions are equal to each other. We give an example
of a system for which the principle of detailed equilib-
rium has not been satisfied.” Thus, in [320], the prob-
lem of validity of the principle of detailed equilibrium
for quantum systems was considered. This principle is
required for proving the Boltzmann H theorem, which
expresses the irreversibility of the relaxation process. It
was shown that in the case of the central law of interac-
tion between particles, the principle of detailed equilib-
rium is unconditionally satisfied. However, for interac-
tions depending on angular coordinates, special consid-
eration is required, since the principle of detailed
equilibrium in these cases is not always satisfied. In
particular, this is attributed to systems with spin inter-
actions. Blokhintsev wrote [31], “In classical mechan-
ics, the principle of detailed equilibrium is satisfied in
cases when forces are invariant with respect to the
change of sign of velocities of all particles. In other
cases, this principle is violated. Precisely the same sit-
uation takes place in quantum mechanics.” Various
aspects of the principle of detailed equilibrium were
considered in [132, 133, 135, 321].

7.1. The Atom under an Electron Microscope

In 1947, Blokhintsev published the work “The Atom
under an Electron Microscope” [322], which is worth
special discussion (see also Section 16 of [43]).
Blokhintsev wrote that “this work, devoted to a very
special problem, is worth mentioning due to a some-
what unusual formulation of the problem. The origin is
thus. I paid attention to the fact that under the action of
a scattered electron, the atom receives recoil and can be
knocked out of its position on the surface of the ‘object
plate.’ If it were not knocked out at first scattering, it
could be knocked out at subsequent scatterings. It
should be noted that this experiment is unusual from the
point of view of the common formulation of measure-
ments in a quantum ensemble. Indeed, in this case, we
consider the repetition of measurements with the same
sample of the atom, rather than a set of atoms, as is usu-
ally done. After each measurement the state of the
atom, generally speaking, changes, and it becomes a
sample of another quantum ensemble. Thus, the series
of scatterings necessary for obtaining an image of the
atom consists of a series of scatterings related to objects
from different quantum ensembles. This seems to be a
unique case of such a situation.”
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Further in this paper, Blokhintsev noted, “In con-
nection with a distinct tendency of increasing the reso-
lution power of the electron microscope, both by tran-
sition to shorter wavelengths and by improvement of
the optical system, the problem of the capability of
observing a separate atom becomes of practical inter-
est” [322]. Here, it is appropriate to mention what
Schrödinger said in 1955: “We cannot see, hear, or feel
individual atoms” [323]. Of course, Schrödinger did
not mean observation with human senses. It is interest-
ing to note that already in 1922, P.A. Florenskii wrote,
“Man is a creature who makes tools, or, more precisely,
extends tools….A tool is a continuation of our senses;
all tools for observation, all weights, measures, scales,
micrometers, microscopes, thermometers, etc., are arti-
ficial extensions of senses” [324].

Since physicists, chemists, metallurgists, and biolo-
gists needed improved microscopes, this problem
always stirred interest. In [30], remarkable works per-
formed by Mandelstam on the theory of the microscope
are noted; Mandelstam displayed his inherent the
strength and depth of thought and his keen understand-
ing of the physical nature in analyzing this problem.
Blokhintsev’s work [322] continued the development
of the theory of the microscope at the new quantum
stage. The interest in this problem not only stemmed
from the applied value. According to Blokhintsev, “The
development of the theory of the microscope is of inter-
est from the theoretical point of view, since when
observing a single atom using an electron microscope,
the image will emerge as a result of repetition of single
scattering acts on the same object, while in quantum
mechanics, results are usually formulated with respect
to a set of objects in the same initial state. Due to the
action on the atom, each new scattering act, generally
speaking, will force the atom to be in a new initial state.
Therefore, it is important to analyze the influence of
electron scattering on the state of the observed atom”
[322]. Blokhintsev analyzed this problem and showed
that “it is possible to obtain several thousand scattered
electrons before the atom will be knocked out of its
place.” (See Section 16 of [43] for details.) In [31],
Blokhintsev concluded that “calculations showed [322]
that it is possible to obtain many thousand scatterings
on a heavy atom like Cu, Hg, etc., without completely
knocking the atom out of its position.” In that work, he
used the following expression: “a man being photo-
graphed can be knocked out of his chair.” At that time,
such a portrait could not be obtained. A photo of a single
atom was obtained only later by American researchers.

Further development in physics proved that Mandel-
stam and Blokhintsev’s interest in problems of the the-
ory of the microscope was justified. This direction was
developed in subsequent years [303, 325–329] and is
being extensively developed now [330]. Using this
technique, it is possible to observe single iron atoms
adsorbed on a platinum surface [331], observe local
details of the quantum Hall state [332], and trace indi-
vidual molecular bonds of atoms on a metal surface

[333]. Moreover, with the combination of electron and
x-ray microscopy, it was possible to “observe” the real
“shape” of certain electronic d orbitals in CuO2 planes
in superconducting cuprates [334]. Not long ago, it was
demonstrated that it is possible to localize, identify, and
measure the electronic environment of an individual
atom in the bulk of a solid, rather than on its surface
[335]. A detailed survey of different types of modern
microscopy equipment is given in [336]; this direction
of research is developing rapidly.

8. STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION
OF QUANTUM THEORY AND THE ENSEMBLE 

METHOD

Blokhintsev recollected [31] that “in the 1930s–
1940s, the interest of many physicists–theoreticians at
the Lebedev Physics Institute and MSU was concen-
trated on the principles of quantum mechanics, which
seemed full of paradoxes to many people.”

At present, quantum mechanics is quite an advanced
branch of science with a very wide field of application:
from interpreting the ideas of psychoanalysis [337] and
the phenomenon of consciousness [338–340] to such
phenomena as teleportation [341, 342]. It seems that all
propositions of quantum theory have been perfected; its
physical [343–345] and logical [346–350] principles
have been formulated and investigated both from the
mathematical [351, 352] and conceptual [353] points of
view. It was justly noted in [354]: “The majority of
modern physicists unanimously agree that quantum
theory is mathematically grounded, and its formalism is
sufficiently transparent; however, many are convinced
that its interpretation is complex and paradoxical. The
most difficult problems occur in relation to understand-
ing the correlation between the formalism of quantum
mechanics and the way physicists think of ‘physical
reality.’” Indeed, in interpreting quantum mechanics,
physicists speak of “reality hidden beneath a blanket”
[355], of “shadows of the mind” [338], etc. (see the
interesting discussion in [356–358]). Discussions on
interpreting quantum mechanics [361–364] that began
in the first years of quantum mechanics [8, 10, 359,
360] continue now [365–373]. One active participant
discussion testifies to the heatedness of the: “Many in
physicists have been blindly repeating the points of
view of Bohr and Heisenberg concerning the principles
of quantum mechanics for years without a clear under-
standing of their meaning. We note with satisfaction
that the predominance of the Copenhagen orthodoxy has
been weakened, and physicists are beginning to consider
with open minds alternative points of view on fundamen-
tal problems” [370] (see also an interesting presentation
of this problem in [374]).

Blokhintsev’s name is closely related to the problem
of interpreting quantum mechanics. A large number of
his papers [375, 376] and books [43, 377, 378] were
devoted to this problem. His views of the problem
changed and evolved with deepening and perfection of
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arguments. The last edition of his textbook [43] differs
radically from the first and second editions [379]. It is
interesting to trace this evolution and try to understand
the sources and the meaning of discussions on the prin-
ciples of quantum theory at that time.

M.A. Markov recalled, “During the formation of
quantum mechanics, many things in this theory seemed
unclear from the point of view of old common
ideas….A new theory—quantum theory—provided
many causes for reflection and discussions” [35]. It was
noted in [30] that Mandelstam paid much attention to
these problems. “He was more and more interested in
theoretical investigations concerning certain key prob-
lems of wave mechanics, especially problems of great
cognitive–theoretical importance. His interest in such
problems related to axiomatics and logical substantia-
tion of the basic methods of physics was always lively;
during the last years of his activity, this direction proba-
bly become decisive” [30]. Since Mandelstam reflected
a lot on the principles of quantum theory and often dis-
cussed them at his lectures and seminars [30], this cer-
tainly influenced the young researcher Blokhintsev.

Most physicists in the Soviet Union and a number of
most distinguished Western scientists (Bohr, Einstein,
Heisenberg, M. Born, de Broglie, etc.) were involved in
discussions concerning the principles of quantum theory.
In the Soviet Union, ideological context was sometimes
introduced into these discussions (see, e.g., [380–383]).
Blokhintsev recounted [31] that “the meddling of cer-
tain philosophers in these discussions contributed to the
entanglement of clearly formulated physical problems
and unnecessary heatedness of discussion.”

Meanwhile, there were enough causes for discus-
sions, even without an ideological context. The most
topical problems of interpreting quantum mechanics
were the problem of measurement and the role of the
observer, and the probabilistic interpretation of the ψ
function. Feynman noted [384]: “There exist several
problems related to interpretation that could be worked
on further; one of these is proving that the probabilistic
interpretation of the ψ function is the only consistent
interpretation of this quantity; it would be interesting to
prove that it is impossible to propose any other consis-
tent interpretation of this quantity.” As a result of long-
term research and reflections, Blokhintsev developed
his own approach to interpreting quantum mechanics,
which included ideas put forward by Neumann [33],
Mandelstam [32], and Nikol’skii [291]. He wrote in a
summary work [377], “The presentation of quantum
mechanics undertaken in these lectures is essentially
based on the ideas of von Neumann, which in their time
attracted the attention of the Moscow school of theore-
ticians; in 1930s this school was headed by Academi-
cian Mandelstam; Nikol’skii contributed considerably
to the understanding of quantum mechanics.” Blokhint-
sev thought that “this approach to the principles of
quantum mechanics had an advantage, as compared to
traditional interpretations on the basis of the wave func-

tion, since it allowed one to include the theory of quantum
measurements as a chapter of quantum mechanics” [377].

Blokhintsev noted [31]:

Although Bohr was the recognized ideologist of
quantum mechanics, his concept had always caused
a feeling of dissatisfaction; and I had never shared
the expectations of some physicists that quantum
mechanics needed “hidden parameters” whose dis-
covery would reduce it to a special type of statistical
mechanics. However, most of those who were not
satisfied with Bohr’s ideas or, as it was then formu-
lated, the ideas of the Copenhagen school, opposed
these ideas of “hidden parameters.” My dissatisfac-
tion with the Copenhagen concept had other rea-
sons. Two items in this concept seemed unsatisfac-
tory to me: (1) An insufficiently clear definition of
the statistical ensemble to which objects of mea-
surement and measuring devices were attributed. As
a result, the wave function ψ was readily assigned to
one sample of the microsystem µ taken as is, ignor-
ing the circumstance that the wave function, which
is a measurable quantity, cannot be obtained from
measurements on one sample of the microsystem.
(2) According to Bohr’s concept, an observer occu-
pied with measurements in the quantum field plays
a special role, as compared to his role in classical
physics. This implies a purely informational view of
the wave function, as if it were the observer’s note-
book. This view resulted in natural difficulties in
application of quantum mechanics to phenomena
that had occurred (or is occurring) without the par-
ticipation of any observers. I listened with great
interest and respect to the opinion of the esteemed
Bohr; however, von Neumann’s position, stated in
his famous book Mathematical Concepts of Quan-
tum Mechanics, was closer to my scientific ideol-
ogy. The statistical approach to understanding quan-
tum mechanics found substantial response in Man-
delstam’s lectures and studies performed by
Nokol’skii and myself. I became interested in inves-
tigating the nature of a quantum ensemble, its con-
nection with a classical Gibbs ensemble.

Discussions continued. The variety of opinions con-
cerning the interpretation of quantum mechanics
increased with time. Blokhintsev wrote [31]: “Those
discussions are reflected in my works; the polemical
character of my papers devoted to critical analysis of
the ideas of the Copenhagen school and those of Fock
gradually brought me to a consistent materialistic con-
cept of quantum ensembles and mathematical measure-
ment theory. Only in the 1960s, after discussions with
the Hungarian physicist L. Janosi, did I manage to for-
mulate a reasonable theory of quantum measurements
free from inconsistencies in interpreting the role of the
observer. In this new concept, the measuring device and
its interaction with the microobject were transformed
from the subject of philosophical discussions to the
subject of theoretical physics; it was demonstrated how
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to calculate the interaction….The other side of this con-
cept was that the objective character of randomness and
nonremovability of this randomness from quantum
mechanics were admitted. Randomness characteristic
of microphenomena manifests itself in the macroscopic
world as well. Microphenomena influence macrophe-
nomena via unstable states of matter.”

As noted in [385],

Some scientists think that quantum mechanics
directly studies properties of statistical ensembles
and is inapplicable to describing the behavior of
individual microobjects. “Investigating phenomena
considerably dependent on the quantum of action �,
we are dealing with statistical problems; the appli-
cation of quantum theory to the analysis of an indi-
vidual measuring process in the atomic region does
not provide complete characteristics of the latter due
to the statistical character of any quantum problem”
[291]. A large group of scientists in our country
shared a very similar point of view, first formulated
by Nikol’skii. This concept was developed, in par-
ticular, in Blokhintsev’s famous textbook.

The first mention of quantum ensembles appeared in
works written by Blokhintsev [292, 297] in 1940. In
1948, he returned to this problem in the work “Correla-
tion of Mathematical Tools of Quantum Mechanics
with That of Classical Mechanics” written together
with Ch.M. Briskina [386]. In this work, the idea of
classical statistical mechanics in the configuration
space was considered, unlike the common idea with the
phase space. The correlation with coordinate represen-
tation in quantum mechanics was shown. In classical
mechanics, dynamic variables are represented by real
functions of coordinates, momenta, and time. Quantum
mechanics always deals with statistical ensembles,
while classical mechanics usually uses the dynamic
description of motion for exactly defined initial condi-
tions [386]. It is interesting that in [387], the authors put
forward practically the same question: what was the
origin of those phenomenological, deterministic laws
that approximately control the quasiclassical region of
our everyday experience in a universe controlled at the
fundamental level by quantum mechanical laws charac-
terized by uncertainty and probability distribution;
what characteristic features and limits of applicability
of these classical laws could be traced to underlying
quantum mechanical concepts. (An interesting discus-
sion of how quantum mechanics helps to unite and bet-
ter understand complex regularities of classical
mechanics and classical statistical mechanics is given
in [388].)

In Blokhintsev’s approach, the statistical operator
describing the state of the microsystem in a quantum
ensemble of the general type plays the primary role.
The wave function describes a special type of quantum
ensemble, the coherent ensemble [377] (see also
[389]). Blokhintsev’s approach to the interpretation of
quantum mechanics became widely known. In the book

Philosophy of Quantum Mechanics [390], a lot of atten-
tion was paid to Blokhintsev’s ideas. De Witt and Gra-
ham [391] in their survey of different approaches to
interpreting quantum mechanics wrote about Blokhint-
sev’s books [43, 378] (published in 1964 and 1968,
respectively): “These editions show what happened
when political opinions intrude in scientific discus-
sions; however, both of these books are very well writ-
ten and informative; in reality, the retreat from ortho-
doxy occurs only in particular points and wording; in
general, the presentation of quantum mechanics is very
clear and distinct; the second book is a fascinating pre-
sentation of quantum mechanics and contains a brilliant
consideration of measurement theory” [391].

Blokhintsev’s approach to interpreting quantum
mechanics is a constituent part of the scope of ideas of
different researchers. One of the authoritative histori-
ans of quantum mechanics, Hooker, [392] noted that
“Einstein and his colleagues, Podolskii, Blokhintsev,
Bopp, de Broglie, Popper, Schrödinger, Lande, and
Ballentine (who later joined the group), formed a small
group of physicists and philosophers who dared to
interpret quantum mechanics as a kind of statistical
mechanics; many of these scientists hoped to finally
restore the classical concept of reality.” A detailed sur-
vey of the interpretation of quantum mechanics on the
basis of quantum ensembles can be found in [393].

The interpretation of quantum mechanics on the
basis of quantum ensembles is one of many in exist-
ence. They are given in Table 2 for convenience. The
list of various interpretations of quantum mechanics is
far from being complete. We do not mention various
“exotic” interpretations.

Thus, the interpretation of quantum mechanics on
the basis of quantum ensembles occupies a separate
(noticeable) place among other possible approaches to
interpretation of quantum mechanics. The fact that it is
widespread is emphasized, for example, by the first
phrase of the paper entitled “Meaning of the Wave
Function” [419]: “Up until now, the wave function has
been interpreted as the probability amplitude, whose
physical meaning is obtained by averaging over an
ensemble consisting of a large number of identical sys-
tems at the given time. We give an alternative interpre-
tation of the wave function for a single system by mea-
surement, which continues for a long time. This is pro-
tective measurement; therefore, it lends a different
ontological meaning to the wave function.” Here, we can
trace the analogy with statistical mechanics [351, 425], for
which the problem of the equality of ensemble-aver-
aged quantities to time-averaged quantities has not
been solved to conclusion [133].

A more detailed discussion of modern approaches to
interpreting quantum mechanics can be found in [339,
365, 368–372, 414, 426–433].
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8.1. Probability and Quantum Mechanics

It is known that the main specific feature of quantum
mechanics that distinguishes it from classical physics is
the fact that canonical variables are related to each
other by Heisenberg uncertainty relations [10]. Uncer-
tainty relations result in canonical variables being con-
sidered as operators in the Hilbert space. From the
mathematical point of view [352], this means that quan-
tum mechanics is the implementation of the representa-
tion of commutation relations by operators in the Hil-
bert space. Quantum physics uses two basic ideas,
namely, the “state” and the “observable.” The interpre-
tation of quantum mechanics on the basis of quantum
ensembles allows one to assign a physical meaning to
the notion “observable.”

There exist various attitudes to the statistical
description of real systems on the basis of ensembles
[385]. For example, Hinchin [425] avoided the use of

the notion “ensemble” because of its (in his opinion)
“onerousness,” and the foreign origin of this term.
Interpretation of quantum mechanics on the basis of
quantum ensembles was considered in detail by
Ya.A. Smorodinskii [434]. The conclusion he made is
quite remarkable: “Discussion showed that if the theory
of quantum ensembles is used, these ensembles should
be assigned unusual properties that could not be consis-
tent with common probability theory; these properties
are not manifested for one particle and can be found
only in correlated effects; similar to non-Euclidean
geometry necessary for the description of the velocity
space in special relativity, quantum mechanics has gen-
erated the non-Kolmogorov probability theory; this is
probably the deep meaning of analysis of the properties
of a quantum ensemble” [434].

Indeed, the problem of probability in physics [435],
especially in quantum theory [351, 425], is quite com-

Table 2.  Various interpretations of quantum mechanics

Name Authors Year

Electrodynamical [394] Schrödinger 1926

Probabilistic [361, 362] Born 1926

Copenhagen [391, 392, 365, 360] Bohr, Heisenberg 1927–1930

Statistical [391, 392] Einstein, Schrödinger 1935–1953

Quantum ensembles Nikol’skii [291] 1936~1947

Quantum ensembles Blokhintsev [375–378] 1940–1977

Statistical de Broglie, Popper [395] 1950–1980

Statistical Bopp, Ballentine [396, 397] 1970

Generalized probabilistic Fukuda, Maki [398, 399] 1988

Quantum ensembles Youm, Whittakker [393] 1992

Fock [363] (theory of predictions) Fock 1936–1965

Integrals along trajectories [384] Feynman 1949

Many-world [400, 401, 354, 366] Everett 1957

Bohm [402–404] Bohm, Goldstein [405–407] 1951–2002

Dialogue [408, 409] Mittelstaedt 1983

Operationalistic [410] Lamb 1969

Spontaneous localization [411] Ghirardi et al. 1980–1996

Transactional [412] Cramer 1986

Interactive [413, 414] Healey 1989

Modal [415] Kochen 1985

Modal [416] van Fraassen 1981–1991

Modal [356, 417, 418] Vermaas, Dicks 1990–1996

Protective measurement [419] Aharonov, Anandan, Vaidman 1993

Information [420] Kadomtsev 1994

Consistent [421–423] Griffith 1996–2003

Immaterial [424] Onyszkiewicz 1996–1999
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plicated. The following question was formulated:
whether the probability is a “normal” physical quantity
[436]. It is known that Mandelstam was greatly inter-
ested in the problem of probabilistic description in
physics [30, 437]. He was closely acquainted with
Mises, whose book (translated into Russian) he cited
(see [438]). The problem of probability in quantum
physics was analyzed from the general point of view in
the survey “Origin of Probabilistic Interpretation of the
Wave Function” [439]: “Born had more than once
pointed out that the idea of the probabilistic interpreta-
tion of the wave function belonged, in essence, to Ein-
stein.”

It was shown by Cohen [440] that the concept of
probability used in quantum mechanics differs consid-
erably from standard probability theory. According to
Cohen [440], “In spite of the fact that quantum mechan-
ics is probabilistic theory, it radically differs from stan-
dard probability theory, as regards the calculation and
manipulation of probabilities and expected values.”

Detailed analysis of probabilistic postulates of
quantum mechanics was performed in [441–443]. The
following paradoxical conclusion follows from this
analysis: quantum mechanics applies probability the-
ory for its substantiation; however, probability theory
itself is so multifaceted and diverse [436, 438, 444] that
its substantiation, or at least exact definition of its inter-
pretation (empirical approach, axiomatic approach,
Bayes approach, etc.) is necessary. Therefore, it is not
surprising that some researchers reformulate the prob-
lem and use the notion of information [420] instead of
the notion of probability, or rules of interactive logics
[413] for simulation of the probabilistic nature of quan-
tum mechanics in order to overcome this difficulty. n
this case, in the information approach developed by
B.B. Kadomtsev [420], it was necessary to introduce
the special notion “perception” for the description of
classical measurements in terms of information pro-
cesses and to use the notions “intention” and “decision
making” introduced earlier. Nonetheless, due to the fact
that the information approach [420] is based on com-
mon physical sense and intuition, it should be consid-
ered quite useful and stimulating. Recent investigations
seem to prove the opinion that “the universe is indeed
random on the fundamental level” [445]. An approach
that uses the concepts of the information theory and the
concept of quantum ensembles turns out to be quite
useful in analyzing optical measurements, which result
in entanglement of states of two atomic ensembles sep-
arate from each other [446] (see also the survey on
entangled quantum states of atomic systems [447]).

Note that a number of researchers adhere to the
opinion formulated in [385]: “If the problem on the rea-
sons for the statistical character of classical theories is
basically clear, the reasons for the statistical character
of quantum mechanics are still under discussion; it is
not excluded that the formulation of the question on the
reasons for the statistical character of quantum laws is

vacuous, since they are the most fundamental laws of
nature.”

One of the most involved researchers of the correla-
tion of probability theory and physics was E.T. Jaynes
(1922–1998) [448]. His fundamental investigations of
the problem concerning the nature of probability
[449–451] and the role of probability in physics are a
unique phenomenon. The influence of his ideas (which
are by far not shared by all scientists) on many
researchers in various fields of science is quite large; its
scientific heritage requires investigation and compre-
hension [451].

8.2. K.V. Nikol’skii

Here, it is appropriate to briefly mention the scien-
tific heritage and ideas of K.V. Nikol’skii because of
their influence on Bloknintsev. In the biography of
Fock [452], Konstantin Bladimirovich Nikol’skii is
mentioned among the first group of Fock’s apprentices.
This was in early the 1930s. At that time, Fock contin-
ued his successful activity in the field of quantum
mechanics [452], which is proved by his monograph
[19]. Nikol’skii worked on atomic physics problems
[453, 454] (references to both these works can be found
in [163]).

In 1934, Nikol’skii published his book Quantum
Mechanics of a Molecule [20] and a review [455] of
Marx’s book [24]. After 1935, Nikol’skii moved to
Moscow, where he most likely worked at the Physics
Institute at MSU. G.E. Gorelik in his work “Prehistory
of the Lebedev Physics Institute” wrote about the
project of G.A. Gamov formulated in 1931. Gamov
suggested creating a new institute of theoretical physics
for developing problems of theoretical physics and
allied branches (astro- and geophysics) (on the basis of
dialectical materialism) [456]; he wanted to engage a
number of younger theoreticians (Nikol’skii, Chum-
badze, Zolotukhin, Shubin, etc.) who could work in one
of institute’s directions [456, 457]. Thus, as early as
1931, Nikol’skii’s reputation was rather large. That
project was not realized according to Gamov’s plans
[456, 457].

In 1936, Nikol’skii published his translation of a
large paper written by Mott [458]. In the same year, he
published his work “Principles of Quantum Mechanics:
I” [459], in which he strictly formulated the basic dif-
ference between a classical and a quantum process
[459]. The objective of the author was to develop (irre-
spective of physics) the most rational statistical method
for this purpose and then, using it, formulate quantita-
tive quantum laws [459]. This paper was included in a
more detailed version into Nikol’skii’s chief mono-
graph Quantum Processes [291]; in this monograph,
the interpretation of quantum mechanics on the basis of
quantum ensembles was formulated.

“Principles of Quantum Mechanics: I” [459] was
criticized severely by Fock in [460], where he said that
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the paper induced the impression that quantum
mechanics was a kind of statistics. Nikol’skii replied to
Fock in the same volume of the journal Uspekhi Fizi-
cheskikh Nauk [Advances in Physics] [461] in an even
sharper form; unfortunately, apprentices of the Copen-
hagen concept were accused of “idealism” and
“machismo.” In 1938, Fock [462] answered this by
stressing that the criticism was related exclusively to
the Nikol’skii’s proposed method for deriving the math-
ematical tools of quantum mechanics. Concerning the
question of the concept of quantum mechanics, he
thought it worthy of discussion; Fock devoted a sepa-
rate paper published in the journal Pod Znamenem
Marksizma [Under the Banner of Marxism] to this dis-
cussion. In this paper, his basic thesis was that quantum
mechanics was a materialistic theory for the simple rea-
son that it was the true theory of matter. The history of
this dispute was analyzed in [383] (see also [463]). In
“Philosophy of Quantum Mechanics” [390], specific
attention was paid to Nikol’skii’s ideas regarding this
dispute.

Later, Fock [464, 465] developed and deepened his
criticism of the interpretation of quantum mechanics on
the basis of quantum ensembles. Blokhintsev’s reply to
this [466] was clear and constructive; however, they
never found agreement.

The fact that Nikol’skii left Leningrad for Moscow
and the sharp form of the dispute in 1937 were surpris-
ing. We take the liberty of assuming (unauthentically)
why the relations between Fock and Nikol’skii were so
negative. Fock’s closest apprentice, M.G. Veselov,
speaking of his scientific heritage, noted: “In 1935,
Fock obtained an elegant solution to the complex prob-
lem of the symmetry group of the Coulomb field [467].
It seemed that this solution to a quite particular problem
was very important, in terms of its results; Fock became
interested in this problem after reading the book written
by his apprentice Nikol’skii, Quantum Mechanics of a
Molecule, in which the term “random” degeneration
was applied to Coulomb degeneration of energy levels
in a hydrogen atom. Vladimir Aleksandrovich posed
the task of finding a group of transformations corre-
sponding to this symmetry; it turned out that such a
group could be found in the momentum space: i.e., it
had a dynamic character” [468]. In Fock’s biography
[452], the following was said: “The work on hidden
symmetry of the hydrogen atom performed by Fock in
1935 was of fundamental importance; this study was
reported on March 23, 1935 at a session of the Acad-
emy of Sciences; next day, in the newspaper Izvestiya
in the article devoted to the session, it was especially
noted that the report delivered by Corresponding Mem-
ber of the Academy of Sciences Fock “The Hydrogen
Atom and Non-Euclidean Geometry” at a session of a
group of physicists, mathematicians, and astronomers
was met with warm approval by all participants; profes-
sors Tamm and Frenkel, who participated in debates
qualified the work as extremely beautiful and elegant”
[467]. There are no references to Nikol’skii in the article.

In Quantum Mechanics of a Molecule, in the sec-
tion “The Hydrogen Atom” (see [20, p. 64], the follow-
ing is said: “It can be seen that for the hydrogen atom
there are two sources of degeneration. One source is the
splitting of the angular dependence, which yields (2l +
1)-fold degeneration. The other source is the special
character of the potential energy U(r), Coulomb inter-
action. It is easily seen that the first degeneration is con-
served for any quantum system whose potential energy
possesses central symmetry. The second type of degen-
eration is called random degeneration, since it vanishes
at deviations from the Coulomb law; for most atoms,
their potential energy, being centrally symmetric in the
first approximation, is not Coulomb” [20]. Then,
Nikol’skii studied the problem of the symmetry of rota-
tions and came close to solving the problem in terms of
group theory. However, he did not take the step that
Fock did [467], i.e., the construction of the correspond-
ing symmetry group in the momentum space. A para-
doxical situation occurred: an apprentice formulated
and posed an important problem on a qualitative level,
and a teacher solved this problem on a mathematical
level. Possibly, that was Fock’s style. It was noted in his
biography [452] that “many of his apprentices noted
that if he began to think of an exact formulation of a
particular topic (of the work of his apprentice), he auto-
matically pointed out a constructive method for solving
it, and sometimes, solved the problem himself;
Vladimir Aleksandrovich did not like to write joint
works (there are very few such works in his list of pub-
lications).” It is possible that this episode resulted in
worsening relations between Nikol’skii and Fock; the
dispute in 1937 parted them even farther. A modern pre-
sentation of the problem of the symmetry group of the
Coulomb field as applied to the hydrogen atom is given
in [469, 470].

Later, Nikol’skii’s interests shifted more and more
toward the development of a rational statistical method
that could serve as a tool for quantum mechanics. In
1940, Nikol’skii published his monograph Quantum
Processes [291], which, together with Neumann’s book
[33], influenced Blokhintsev greatly. In the same year,
Nikol’skii published two interesting reviews of books:
Electrons, Protons, Photons, Neutrons, and Cosmic
Rays by R. Millikan [471] and The Mathematical The-
ory of Nonuniform Gases by C. Chapman and T. Cowl-
ing [472]. At the time, he was working on a translation
of a very difficult book by Gibbs, Elementary Princi-
ples in Statistical Mechanics Developed with Especial
Reference to the Rational Foundations of Thermody-
namics [473]. This book was published only in 1946;
5000 copies were printed, which seems a lot in our day
and age. The preface to the book, written by Nikol’skii,
was dated November 30, 1940. Both the publication of
the book and Nikol’skii’s work as a translator were
highly appreciated in Uspekhi Fizicheskikh Nauk [474].
In 1947, Pauli’s book General Principles of Quantum
Mechanics was published. It was indicated on the front
page that the book had been translated from the German
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under Nikol’skii’s editorial supervision; this book has
neither preface nor editor’s notes. After 1947, the name
of Nikol’skii is not encountered, and his destiny is
unknown to us.

9. PHYSICS AND PHILOSOPHY

In 1947, the journal Voprosy Filosofii began publica-
tion. In the second volume of this journal, the paper
“The Nature of Physical Knowledge” was published by
Markov [364], written at the insistence of Vavilov [35],
who also was compelled to participate in so-called
“philosophical” discussions [38, 475, 476]. Markov
wrote: “It is not by accident that physicists have begun
philosophizing; they have to philosophize, since it is
especially characteristic of modern physics that it can-
not be represented without touching upon deep prob-
lems of epistemology; these problems are closely
related with the specific content of the new theory”
[364]. Thus, the complexity of the reality being investi-
gated forced one to interlace the language of physics
with threads of philosophical discourse and use a
“mixed” physical and philosophical language. The
above-said is even truer for the modern situation in
which physics uses such complex objects as vacuums,
Planck quantities, superstrings, dark matter and dark
energy, etc. We mention the following passage from
[477] on the physics of vacuum: “The problem of the
matter or “solid” on which the world stands has excited
mankind since ancient times; ancient thinkers would
have been greatly surprised if they learned that, accord-
ing to the ideas of twentieth-century physicists, a vac-
uum is such a basis of the world; a vacuum in elemen-
tary particle physics is determined as a state without
particles; nonexistence as the absence of particles and a
field is impossible. Looking into a vacuum, we see sep-
arate glowing sparks—fluctuations of the vacuum, or
the zero field of the vacuum, rather than darkness; the
presence of the zero field results in the fact that both
vacuum energy and energy density in space turn out to
be infinite; thus, in elementary particle physics, a para-
doxical situation occurs when the basis of one of the
most rational fields of knowledge, theoretical physics,
contains an absolutely irrational idea.” If this concept is
continued using philosophical language, it could be
said that a vacuum is a “superexistence” rather than
“nonexistence.” The attitude of actively working phys-
icists toward the “philosophy of physics” is ambiguous.

According to A.B. Migdal [478], “The following
should be understood under the term “philosophy of
physics,” or “the philosophy of quantum physics”: the
increasing specialization of science during the last
decades has resulted in the situation that “natural phi-
losophy” as a whole has become too wide a field for
constructive investigation of cognition methods; these
problems should be solved by physicists, biologists,
psychologists—experts constructively working in their
fields.”

The question of how accurately physics describes
the real world is still discussed intensely [357, 358].
Blokhintsev’s thoughts and considerations on the ques-
tion are in part topical at present. The complete list of
his publications contains 78 works (from a total 300) on
general and philosophical problems of science. The
first publication on this topic “The Struggle Surround-
ing the Conservation Law and Energy Transformation
in Modern Physics” was published in 1934 in Pod
Znamenem Marksizma [479]. In 1936, the paper “Mat-
ter, Mass, and Energy” was published in the journal
Antireligioznik [480]. Bloknihntsev, similar to most
leading physicists (Vavilov, Tamm, Fock, Langeven,
Einstein, etc.), published his papers in Pod Znamenem
Marksizma. There was no other tribune for discussions.
There existed a “conditional language” in which it was
allowed to discuss philosophical problems of natural
science, the language of dialectical materialism [481].
This language was used by all who wrote papers on
problems of quantum physics during those years
[38, 475, 476, 482].

From the modern point of view, a certain “obsession”
with the idea of “matter” and “materialism” [481, 483]
during that period would not be clear if the historical
context were not taken into account. Indeed, let us pose
the question why the quite particular philosophical doc-
trine of materialism that occurred in Ancient Greece had
such a strong hold on the minds of people [484–487] at
the end of the nineteenth century and the first half of the
twentieth century. It is well known [488] that, “if the
basic problems of the philosophy of Ancient Greece
were analyzed, the main problem characteristic of the
whole dialectic of philosophical cognition can be for-
mulated: the inadequacy of logical thinking and contra-
dictory empirical reality.” In other words, the system of
philosophy of ancient Greece, which was the basis of
dialectical materialism, was from the start incapable of
expressing very complex notions of modern physics.
Therefore, the intellect of Niels Bohr was required to
approach the philosophical interpretation of quantum
mechanics from quite a different viewpoint.

Blokhintsev wrote the following onhis philosophi-
cal [31]: “My philosophical concept was formed under
the influence of Lenin’s ideas, which were brilliantly
presented in Materialism and Empirical Criticism.
I had to defend more than once the ideas of the founders
of dialectical materialism both from its opponents and
his primitive advocates and dogmatists among Russian
philosophers; it would be inappropriate to describe the
struggle, which became dramatic at times; my principal
works in this field are devoted to the methodological
problems of quantum mechanics.”

It was justly noted by Gorelik in “Vladimir Aleksan-
drovich Fock: Philosophical Lesson of the History of
Physics” [489] that the philosophical puzzle left by
Fock (and Blokhintsev) to historians still exists. Gore-
lik asked why these distinguished scientists had used
the conditional language of dialectical materialism. Not
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being experts in the history of science, we cannot
answer this question.

10. LAST THOUGHTS

In 1984, the collection of works Epistemology and
Modern Physics [490] was published. This book con-
tains what is probably Blokhintsevs’s last published
work, “Considerations of Problems of Cognition and
Creation and Regularities of Development Processes.”
This work continues the topic of the earlier paper “Pre-
requisites of Scientific–Technical Progress” [491], but
is much more extended and rich in content and touches
upon the most fundamental problems of science and
existence. In essence, it can be considered the “last
message to the future” of a great scientist and humanist.
The content of this book has something in common
with the book by G. Caglioti [492]. The style of this
publication differs strongly from all of Blokhintsev’s
previous so-called “philosophical” publications. In this
work, citations and references to great Marxists are
absent; there is only a cursory note concerning materi-
alism (“we, materialists…”). In this work, the character
of Blokhintsev that was known and appreciated by
those who worked and communicated with him is
clearly manifested. His inherent approach to science,
art, and life is expressed with extreme clarity in the par-
ticular manner of “painting with large strokes and
bright colors.” According to Blokhintsev, “The ability
of a human being to perceive his surrounding reality is
related to the feeling of surprise and admiration in front
of the inconceivable beauty and harmony of the world.”
We cannot cite the entire content of this interesting
paper here, but we present several of Blokhintsev’s
ideas on basic science. “Following the principle of
beauty of a logical construction, a beauty which cannot
be defined, the human mind becomes capable of pre-
dicting possible regularities of the outer world in the
Universe, the micro- and macroworld; society should
be patient and deliberate in evaluating new ideas, which
become clear to a wide circle of people only gradually;
basic science should be protected from the too straight-
forward and intolerant influence of a paradigm (a par-
ticular level of thinking of society). Basic science
should not be hastened or urged on. This plant, open to
injury, requires a careful and loving attitude; the only
thing that organizers of basic science should care about
is engaging people for whom obtaining truth and
knowledge is their life’s passion, passion free of com-
mercialism and money-grubbing; it should be added
that only very self-confident people can judge the
importance or unimportance of a particular scientific
quest; predictions are seldom justified, since in this
case, one has to comment on future discoveries, which
are called discoveries for the reason that they uncover
something unknown before. Basic research does not
provide people with instant fare; therefore, if they
cease, for the time being, probably nothing bad would
happen to mankind would not. I believe, however, that

mankind cannot limit itself to short-term problems.
This is the essence of mankind; anyhow, basic science
doesn’t cost society much at all. Armaments are far
more expensive” [490].

These thoughts of Blokhintsev expressed what was
considered by many physicists. P.N. Lebedev (1866–
1912) wrote at the beginning of the twentieth century:
“Any progress in applied science and technique is
wholly due to the success in the field of basic sciences,
in the field of pure knowledge” [493]. Nothing can be
added to these words.

11. AFTERWORD

We conclude this paper with the idea by Born for-
mulated in his lecture “Experiment and Theory in Phys-
ics” delivered in 1943. “Those who want to master the
art of scientific prediction should, instead of relying on
abstract deduction, try to comprehend the secret lan-
guage of Nature, which is represented by experimental
data.” Blokhintsev in his lectures and talks more than
once expressed similar thoughts in different words.

In this work I have tried not only to write about
Blokhintsev’s studies, but build them into appropriate
lines of the development of quantum physics and con-
nect them, directly or indirectly, to the modern develop-
ment of these fields of science. I have tried to show that
Blokhintsev’s book Principles of Quantum Mechanics,
which is justly considered one of the best textbooks in
quantum physics, was compiled by a witness to and a
participant in the formation and development of quan-
tum mechanics. It organically includes most of his orig-
inal works in an integrated description of the subject.
This, together with the definite literary talent of the
author and his gift for presenting the subject clearly and
lucidly, is the foundation on which Principles of Quan-
tum Mechanics stands, and it describes the world using
the language of a quantum.

In this work, not all the topics and problems that
I wanted to discuss are here. For example, due to the
lack of space, we omit the history of the dispute
between Blokhintsev and N.P. Kasterin [494, 495]. This
episode was described in detail in [496]. Permit me to
refer any reader who wants to reflect on Blokhintsev’s
works to a collection of selected works in two volumes
that will be published in 2008.
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